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CHILDRENWELFAREASSOCIATION

Grade A Home where children are exchanging their life each other “
“All that is valuable in human society depends upon the opportunity for
development according to the individual”
Annual Report 2019
&
Financial plan for 2020
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Financial Report 2019
CWA family to whole heartedly thank all the
financial

supporters

of

our

Children

Welfare Association Pokhara Nepal with
special

thanks

for

the

substantial

supports to Children welfare Association
Switzerland

(Peter

Vecker&

Barbara

Rentsch) and His/Her supporter Friends and family

members

and Hard working for protection Nepali children under care the CWA Nepal.
Which is uncountable valuable for Nobel work the high rise of the prices due
to manage federalism Government at the country after installation new act
and law. The Local, Province and federalism Government were raising the
tax for all goods and activities. They were increasing tax and made
compulsory attend tax payment unexpected for all goods and properties. It
was affecting huge changing market all over Nepal. The market prizes were
increasing averagely 34% huge automatic after budget speech at end of
June. The government was collecting tax from all resources and production.
The summer disaster, flood, landslide and road crashed were hitting directly
People's daily life. The maximum needed materials were shortage and
available items prizes unexpected than normal
period. Even we could not allow purchased
according our demand period of this year
before organizing market law and act It
was counting example onion. Normally it
was market prize was Nrs 35.00/kg but
after
290.00/kg.

shortage
After

it

coming

was

increasing

normal

position

Nrs
and

according Nepal government prizes were hiking more than averagely 34% in
Nepal. This year expenses were over crossing 19.51% than previous year
2018 plus 25% staffs salary.Previous year market prizes were increasing
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11% so 6.19% expenses were increasing than previous year 2018. This
year’s

some

months

increasing

financial expenses due to hiking of
prices,

purchasing

increasing,

1

Laptop,

children

salary

admitted,

furniture purchasing, Tables chair
sets,

cub

increasing,

board,

School

workshop

fee

materials

purchasing cases of increasing. The
first month January was increasing
71.63% due some school fee payment month.The second month February
was increased by 49.30%, March was increasing 17.43% April 1.19%,May
increased by 35.96%,June by 19.86%, August

by 28.5%,September

5.48%,November 65.20% due both festival same month and December by
19.39%.Simillarly

some

month

have

decreased

expenses

than

year

2018.July decreased by 13.93%,October decreased by 19.39%, This year
school materials prizes were hiking more than 179% prizes for stationery,
books, pen, pencil etc .New children admission, Community

Support,

Organizing different activities, college final payment, workshop materials,
providence fund,, Organization DPAC meeting, Farm extension, Music class
teacher

hired

wage

some

assistance

in

regular
Farming

salary,

school

support high classes, etc are
the major heading causing
increased

in

expenditure

than in year 2019.
Record

of

Income

and

Expenses from 2012 to 2019
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CHILDREN WELFARE ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL BAR GRAPH
FINANCIAL BAR GRAPH
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Which we were using regularly for the children daily expenses.Children new
session school dress was highly increased as well as the clothes price
increment increases our expenses in this year 2019.This year we had
continued our

Midway house including with management of

higher

education management, science and more scholar supporting Program. This
year were giving continue family support program, DPAC Meeting, fix assets
materials, furniture for midway house, repair works, etc made more
expensive year.

This year we had added one child in our home for caring
from different background.This year
the

CWA

generate

was

become

internal

able

income

to

little

beyond of this situation. But we
were glad to see recovering financial
from our hard worker donors. This
year

our

increased

financial
19.51%

even

expensive
Market

prized hiked 34% for all necessary
items in averagely. We will try our best to reduce our expenses in coming
days too.
The below financial tables are showing details.
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Total Expenses comparison of 2018 and 2019
S.N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

NAME OF MONTH
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
TOTAL

2018
488667
734468
490019
825433
563406
1194260
774872
776853
738813
1307360
751517
829033
94,74,701.00

2019
839193
1096614
576420
835292
766022
1431671
666900
994494
779367
1107377
1240157
989811
1,13,23,318.00

DONATION RECEIVED FOR THE YEAR 2019
Children Welfare Association
1 Switzerland
73,30,162.50
2 FreundeNepals EV
2728519.75
Total Donation from Donors
1,00,58,682.25
Opening Balance Jan 1st 2019
1st January 2019 Cash in Hand Nrs: 19,928.00
S.N. Bank
1.
Nabil Bank
Total

Amount
15,63,738.90
15,63,738.90

2019 Internal Income
S.N. Donation &Internal sources

Amount

1.
2.
3.

23,000.0
1500.00

4.

Cow Sales Income
Old papers sales Income
Prize from Dance
competition
Advance return
Total

15,000.00
22,000.00
61,500.00
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Closing Bank Balance (31st Dec 2019till)
S.N.
1. Nabil Bank
2. Cash in Hand

Bank

Total

Amount
3,54,090.15
26441.00
3,80,531.00

Fixed Deposit
S.N. Bank
1.
Business Development
Bank Pokhara Fix
Deposit
The Total

Amount
315044.01
315044.01

2019 Financial Summary
Total Expenditure
Total Donation Including
opening,cash in hand & internal
income
Bank Balance Cash in Hand
Including Fix Deposit
Receivable Amount:
S.N. Particular
1.
Mina Pariyar
2. Ganesh Bhujel
3. Khim Maya
Total

1,13,23,318.00
1,17,03,849.15.00
6,95,575.00

Amount
36,000
3000
36,000
75,000.00

Summary of above tables:
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The total expenses of the year 2019 are Nrs.1, 13, 23,318.00. The expenses
of 2019 are 19.511%more than that of expenses of 2018. In June month
there is highest expenses and in March moth there is the lowest expenses.
In comparison to last year January, February,
March, April, May, June, August, September,
November and December month has increased
expenses whereas October and July month has
decreased the expenses in comparison to 2018.
The highest percentage of expenses increased is
on Januarywith 71.731% increased expenses
than last year 2018.And the highest percentage
of expenses decreased is on October with
15.296% decreased percentage. The internal
income is 55.01% less than that of the last year
internal income which covers about 0.543% of
total annual expenses. The donation from CWA Switzerland for the year
2019 is Nrs.73, 30,162.50 and the total donation from Freunde Nepal's EV
is Nrs.27, 28,519.75. The total donation received for this year 2019 is
Nrs.1,00,58,682.00.The total midway house expenses for the year 2019 is
Nrs 2,18,099.00.The highest expenses of the year 2019 is in Staff salary
which amounts to Nrs 24,98,220.00.It is about 22.06 % of the total
expenses. In food Nrs.21, 76,378.00 is invested which is the second highest
expenses heading. And it is about 19.22% of the total annual expenses. In
education 15.99% of the annual expenses was used which amounts to
Nrs.18, 11,091.00. In education the third highest amount of the total
investment was invested.
In farming Nrs2, 46,829.00 was used excluding the farm staff salary. It was
79.47% more than the last year. Overall 22000 advance money was
returned on this year 2019 and total advance pending money is 75000. On
animal food total Nrs.2, 51,255.00 was used mainly for purchasing straw,
Chokkar and Vitamins.
Mainly we had purchased a Acer Laptop,
Euroguard water filter, Camera, Rack, table
and chair sets for CWA, Rack and table sets
for midway house, staff salary, AGM
program, Clearance of College and School
fee,Festival celebration, staff long tour,
increased in children number, Hari's funeral,
Chepang community support, preparation of
new school uniform,scholarship support, tax
& renewal fee increment, expenses for home visiting program of all children
are some reason of increasing of expenses in 2019 comparison than in
2018.

Annual Report 2019
Organization Introduction
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We were crossing 20 years of Child care at Nepal. Between of this period we
were changing huge management system
for

more

good

governance

and

transparency of Organization situation.
Between of this period we were standing
always highest Grade A organization after
evaluation

from

government

agency

according Nepali law and regulation even
some abstracted rising from side to side.
We are very pleased for changing our
quality with big effort and support from aboard our sponsors for all
activities. Residential care home is direct reflecting for children but we
cannot get rapid full result of enduring progressing. Every year we are
succeeding to present our encouraging Report all.
The Children Welfare Association aims to bring all round development to
children living in the rural areas without parents and home, poor
communities and to those who are found to be working in the child labor or
on the street by providing them with housing food best education clothing,
adequate medical care and a nurturing home to provide a secure start to
life. In total our organization is caring for nearly 4 dozens children including
residential and non-residential.We are caring 32 children in side house
including 15 boys and 17 girls including midway house. We are caring 19
children scholarship from our community and destitute family of Pokhara
due to poor condition. Other side we are
caring family support program to protect
children life after losing parent. Our
home is purely one social organization
with the mission of allowing people to
easily participate in helping our children.
Please join us and in giving our children
a chance to grow and succeed in life.Our work for:


Residential child protection with A grade children Home



Workshop or Training center for children.
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Farming Production as Organic method.



Art therapy Counseling Program



Disadvantage children Scholarship Program



Disaster Management Program

OUR ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR OF 2019
Yearly Regular Management
We are very pleased to periodical to our annual
success for all the donors, CWA Switzerland
family & friends, of financial supporters as
Annual Report 2019 .This year was tryst the
priority for guauthorize to our character for best
of CWA family even catching from all over the country landslide, flood. The
Nepali peoples were receiving civil services from three layer governments
Local, Province and Federalism The federalism government was employing
for development. The federalism Government was delivering establishment
regulation and policies to maintain all law for Nepal. This year government
were announcing very hard law for child care homes, NGOS and INGOS
through by different government lines ministry. After establishment law, all
related policies are coming for controlling all NGOS and INGOS. It was
coming hardly for organizing and lunching projects and program. The other
side Nepal Government was changing
and re-establishment new policy and
regulation

for

especially

children

homes. It was coming from similarly
children homes and NGOs activities.
Some NGOS and INGOS not working
properly

and

apathetic

eye

of

government officers. They were treating
to NGOs as donors for government
working with narrow boundary even renewal, re registration, or approval.
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But we are happy to rising in this situation for more working for
underprivileged children of Nepal with legally way. We were giving big effort
for changing government eye to see NGOS through by different forum where
we are regular standing. The Network forming rising voice on support of our
work.
This year our home was nominated as active Board for Social development
Ministry
Gandaki Province according regular big work and hard
commitment work with children its issues after
previous year elected. for 3 years as Children
Homes
Federation
Nepal
as
General
Secretarial .This platform will fruitful for
making policy mechanism in national Level
and province level. After elected this position
regularly we were participating all National
level program quality development, policy
mechanism, many representing from our
organization all over the country. It was great
chance for share our organization development and introduction even
expensive for us. We could easily raise our voice to all related door of
organization. It was developing relationship and cooperation with all
government state holders. We were convincing Local Government, Province
Government and Federalism government through by this platform. Regularly
we were attending for all program to orientation about support of NGO for
develop and it's abstracted.
This year we were crossing over the Media to publication our progress with
Local and National Media through by news, Activities and articles. We were
board casting interviews from Television about our work its results. Media
sector was giving priority to our news for newspapers, radio and television
after we had created Media awarding Prize for child journalism since from
last 4 years. It was helping for receiving chance to raise children activities
between big political head line. We had completed one important children
activities for broadcasting through by Nepal Television. We had successes to
publicity our regular work and activities through by all media in this year.
We were giving continue up dating our website for interesting peoples for
sharing information.But It was not big advertizing for donation & Plus
regularly we were submitting NGOS date base website information sharing,
NCRC Data updating for more reaching for grass level information.
The children were participating Child Development, job council, Motivation
and Online safety workshop for protection from this
modernize social internet on coming days. Other side
it was supporting their skill development for selfprotection about the un- necessary online site.
Currently many children are affiliation at social
internet and it was harming completely hardly
life after misusing it at Nepal. Many children are
losing their life after misusing it. We were
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participating our progressing interview
from many Radio and television. It was
great chance for us. The different
programs were chancing to development
our organization relationship each
other. We were board casting our voice
through by Radio and Television to
submit progress and situation of
Children life.
We were receiving 5thtime continually
Grade A position from Government for
th
year of 2019.5 time Our organization was standing at Grade “A” One more
congratulation to your great financial supporters and big effort for stand
Grade A Position. It was our mirror for succeed regular traveling with our
goal, after the monitoring 73 children homes Pokhara Nepal by Social
development ministry Gandaki province
Monitoring team, all homes get
mark according to their management of quality. The all children homes are
not same level and capacity. The Monitoring team is marking according to
Standard for operation and management residential child care homes 2012.
The all children homes should full fill minimum stranded for caring the
children homes.
This year were organizing 9th anniversary children meeting. This year's all
GRADE
A ANNUAL
meeting was running continually
regular
about children, mid-way house
REPORT meeting in house for sustain its
children, staffs, board and other necessary
standard and direction. We were organizing 43 children meeting for sharing
daily programs, to remove discarded habits, to product quality of children,
activities to kept nice home in this year, Meeting points were arranging
according Recovering Respect, discipline caring materials routine respect,
study,child habit, discipline,Program, schedules, information ,exam
preparation, study, vacation activities, festival celebration, clothes situation
and own materials were coming for maximum children meeting, equality,
moral education. We were organizing children meeting on Wednesday
continually of the week except some special program. The regular children
meeting were supporting to weaken extra
habits
of
children and progressing their ability.
We
had discussed frequently about daily
issues of children and CWA for
motivation to them on right way.
The all children meeting were
helping reduce bad habits of
children and platform for share
each of opinion. We were organizing
additional individual and activities
children meeting for all children to provide
information,
arrange activities and ongoing changing program. The other side we were
arranging 51staffs meeting for sharing and management to daily work with
considerate each other out of irregular meeting.We had discussion
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Maximum issues were related with organization daily work, regular
schedule, weekly activities, management and organizing for betterment of
child. The staffs were supporting to
make aware about their daily
schedule, much time we had
discussed about children daily life
and daily working of house. The all
staffs were attending in meeting
except out of house. The all staffs
were increasing their experience day
by day for working with children. We
were providing orientation about the
child right, definition of child care
home, code of conduct and our policy.
Our government parental body was supporting for increasing our quality so
this year government line agency were monitoring to us about our work,
structure, children situation, daily life of our organization, about rules
regulation, documentation situation and financial update etc. Other hand
they were inviting for government line agency much discussion and meeting
for aware Nepal government policy, law and oncoming day's child protection
issues. This year we were provide time 89% for administration work to build
paper documentation work for one person According to this standard and
new government function. We should be full fill all kind of policy and rules
and regulation which was line agency government approved. But we were
continually building all need documentation and administration.
We were submitting our all documentation according to needed
Government office. We were submitting regularly audit report, progress
report, financial report, our planning, child admission and tax payment for
renewal from all related government line agency office and timely approval
from Social Welfare Council to be Legalization to using the international
fund. This Year social welfare Council, civil society, press council, NCRC and
other related government agency was monitoring and evaluated to us easily
for keep good listing in coming years. We were increasing our relationship
familiars
with
government.
The
government High level officers and chief
team were monitoring to us about our
progress and management system. They
were submitting comments at our record
book for next time. It was writing
appreciated comments about us.
According
to
our
organization
constitution we were organizing regularly
executive board meeting more than 9times for make betterment decided,
AGM, Daily activities, Tools purchasing, about additional farming Staff
hiring, staffs payment, children admissio. This year all board members were
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supporting to all activities for well-being of children wellbeing of
Organization. The all daily activities were deciding by board meeting. The
board meeting was implementing about management policy, financial policy,
staff discharging, Administration and Financial Policy from social back
ground etc.
Similarly we had completed very important 19th General meeting in house
among the government related officers, political
peoples, social workers, journalism Donors
and all community peoples. It was very
important for CWA history. The General
Meeting was approving yearly expenses,
income, future planning and change
legalization and transparency according
Nepal
Other
side we were participating National level &
province level Quality development Program at Kathmandu and Pokhara to
increased our knowledge and exchanging currently situation on coming
government rules. We were participating other regular GOV, and NGOS
coordinating meeting according to time schedule. Connecting peoples for
development justice and monitoring implementation of Sustainable
Development Goal in Nepal interaction program. It was great program for
NGOS great platform for sharing and learning quality development of
organization.
Dance
This year our children were participating at national level cultural
dancecompetition at Kathmandu after regularly practicing. It was getting
great platform. The program was organizing by children homes federation
and child women center Nepal on occasion of International child right day
2019. There were participating selected dance group from different district.
There were joining 32 Cultural groups dancer from different district children
homes of Nepal. It was huge competition among the children under 17 years
old. Our senior six girls were participating for Kauda Dance competition but
Our 4 girls were getting chance reach at
Final round. They were standing for
National 2nd position. They were standing
great performance with Kauda dance
which is famous for Gandaki province. Our
children were selecting from Gandaki
province. 32 dance groups were performing
different cultural dance. Our children were
receiving 2nd position medal, certificate,
and shield and Cash prizes 15000.00. The National level prizes were
receiving first time in our CWA 18 year’s history for all kinds of competition.
So we are proud about it. The national level judges were enjoying with our
children dance.
Social development/act establishment our role work
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This year is picking up season to establishment Nepal act and different
policy for development. So we were regularly participating at that program to
prove feed and our voice even expenses. Our voice was submitting strongly
at created Children 2076 through
Social
development
ministry
Gandaki province. Regularly we
were participating at discussion and
convincing to high level profile
peoples to create child friendly act.
Our participating was presenting
situation and effect for on coming
generation at child act and social
development act for NGOS. It was
great chance to sharing our
experience. The province government was starting establishment Social
development act and Child act plus 5 years child strategic planning
development.
Other side we were participating regularly keeping our
strong voice federalism act at Social welfare child women and senior citizen
ministry more than 5 times according their program. Everybody had not
chance to participating at sharing voice at this function. This period is very
important for make right future for children with creating and convincing
children & NGOS friendly act. Otherwise next generation will more face
horrible situation. We are not getting present fast result about it even our
big effort, expenses and time investment. But it will slowly changing later.
Still we are joining at in this role. This program was conducting by Woman
Child Social welfare and Senior citizenship Ministry Kathmandu and Social
Development Ministry Province. We were giving our voice at this important
moment even it was expensive.
We were parting different activities of present our voice. We were joining
child friendly act establishment interaction program at Province no 2 for
changing currently complicating process of child protection. Our duty is
peoples orientation and motivation for create child friendly act in Nepal. If
we are participating providing effort next 3 generation children will get
horrible situation. Sure it will be hard working and more effected.
19th General Meeting 2019.
According organization constitution we were
organizing 19thannual general meeting,
Social Audit and Awarding Program. It was
standing Gandaki Province Honorable
Speaker person Parliament Srijana Sharma
for chief guest of the program. Most of the
General Members were participating on the
program and Peter and Barbara were
attending at AGM ad representative CWA
Switzerland as special guest. They were
attending
82
Peoples
from
different
Governmenstakeholdersparliament members, Journalist, different kind of
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Organization include chief guest, general guest and board members. The
program was starting with the Welcome speech and national anthem. The
formal program was started by watering on Flower pots by the Province
honorable Chief Guest. She had made to watering water flowers on the 3
flower pots.1st Flower pots represents the
watering for wellness for the future of children
inside CWA children home,2nd Flower pots
represents the watering for the good future
of street child and 3rd Flower pots for the
wellness of children all over the world.
Rana Bahadur Thapa Chairperson of
Pokhara-18,Rajib Pahari and Ramji Baral
the chief parliament head of Gandaki Province
had
also participated on our program as a special
guest on
our program.
nd
The 2 part program was announcing yearly progress report the general
scenario of CWA, yearly works and activities, some details of expenses and
future planning of CWA.
The Social Audit was starting main part of program. The Social audit was
including
evaluation all history organization background, financial
situation, income and expenses details, mission, vision, aim, result,
Program affection for community, challenge, resource, human resource,
transparency ,property, management Policy, operation Policy, Beneficiary
Peoples, Target Group and oncoming program with big presentation. We
were hiring Mr Bhim Raj Poudel Who background Lawyer & Social auditor
worker. The Presentation was running about half an hour in front of all
peoples. Governmental Affiliation, Property of CWA, Institutional rules and
Policy,Facility on overall development of Child sector, Field of working and
the organic farm plus including. The social report was prepared with the
details study of CWA. He had meet the Chairperson of the Board, Principal
children school of Little Step School and our rehabilitee Some children for
preparing genuine report.
This year we were annouceingdifferent awardedfor their big commitment for
children protection and its issues. We awarded
journalist award as Senior Child welfare
Journalist award 076 for Ganesh Kumar
Shrestha. He is the Managing Director of
3Angel Radio and Online Media who had
writing morethan 100 news about child
protection & child. So he was receiving
Award appreciation letter from CWA. The
Second Award Child Journalist Award 076
for Suman Thapa Magar. She was affiliating
in Parichay Network and different online Media.
She was writing more than 150 news of child
protection and Children Homes. She was receiving
award
with Appreciation Letter at General meeting. Similarly. We had provided
Child protection Award 076 to Prem Bahadur Songman.He had work more
than three decades on the field of Child and was the past director of CWIN.
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The Female Child Protection award 2076 was given to Nima Gurung who
had
actively work in the field of child sector by being
Program Director of CWSN. They were awarded with
Appreciation Certificate.
This year we had announce to provide Best Staff
Award 2076 to Mrs.Parbati Poudel who was
working as House Mother at CWA since from 7
years. She was out-standing with her good
performance at CWA among the all junior
Staffs.
Gandaki Province Parliament Chief Rajib Pahari,
Chairperson of Nepal Journalist
Federation
Chairman Mr.Dipendra Shrestha were giving wishing speech about children
homes and CWA Quality all over the children homes. He was focusing for
Policy of government and real needed of Children homes and express that
the policy is under formation in the parliament.They were describing
Children Welfare Association children and Management. It was leading best
quality and best caring for orphanage children of Nepal. They said that they
are working for policy mechanism for the welfare of different child related
issues. They wishes for the success of Children Welfare Association. They
said that they are positive on Children issue and promised to help on the
need. They were giving thank you very much for CWA even rewarding every
year Journalist. He said that he was happy that less news reporter only gets
award in context of Nepal. They were happy that two new reporter were
awarded. They also mentioned that they had received the award first time in
the context of working of their more than 10years.They also questioned to
the government member that you always said that the Children were the
future pillars but you don’t mentioned who are the present pillars. So he
suggests to make the present first better and work out to make better future
with co-ordination.
The next session includes the award ceremony for our honorable CWA
Switzerland Chairman Barbara and Peter. After rewarded Peter and
Barbara express their feeling of thankful to all the board members, CWA
Nepal management team for making CWA possible to
reach
Grade A or even A+. They also mentioned the
situation of Europe and were thankful for
coordinating with CWA Nepal since from many
years before. They also express that they yearly
used to visit the children home for transparent
and efficient work.
In this program we had provide the Certificate
of Appreciation to our SEE 2075 exam passed
children. Mr.Binod B.K had got the appreciation
for scoring B grade (2.75) and Mr.Bishal Timilsina
for getting B+ grade (3.05) from the hand of the Chief
Guest.
They were very happy and felt motivated for receiving such award.
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After this session, Children Homes Federation
Nepal Central Vice Chairman Goma Dhakal,
Hisan vice chairman,express words about
current situation of Child Homes and
Children. Thanks CWA team for nice home
policy management and conduction of
program which is fruitful for the children.
Child Protection Award 2076 receiver Prem
Bahadur Songman express some views about
the award and CWA. The president of Pokhara18 Rana Bahadur Thapa expresses his view about
the
standard and quality of Children Welfare Association
as representative Pokahra Metropolitan city
He mentioned that this
organization is not only example of Gandaki Province but
was of all over Nepal. He mentioned that he was
proud to say Children Welfare association was in
our ward.
Honorable
Parliament
Member
Ramji
Baral(Jeevan),Gandaki Province expresses his
views expressing that the standard of the
organization is better than imagination. He said
that, "Most of others only express their word but
don’t do in practical. But in CWA its better than
expectation". He was impressed with the sustainability concept of CWA." The
organic Farm and Cow Farm was the most impressive work" he said. Being a
person of this Pokhara in a post of Government law making office, he said
that they will support as much they can on the policy making mechanism.
He wish for the more progress of organization.
Finally the Chief Guest HonorableSrijana Shrama was giving Chief Guest
speech. She was giving big thank you to us for Great work, best caring, to
providing chance to as chief guest. She mentioned that she was surprised by
seeing such a well-managed facilities in CWA. She mentioned that she was
always positive in the children issues and suggest to co-ordinate for Birth
certificate and Citizenship. She said that NGO's are doing the job that has to
be done by Nepal Government. So she likes to appreciate for the nice work.
She that she is direct in contact with the National Social and Development
Minister Tham Maya and other group to work for solving the problem of
street child and other issues. She said that she is always ready to work for
wellness with co-ordination. She express lots of congratulation to those who
were been awarded on the program. She
wish Best of Luck to CWA for being
better to best.
The program was ended with the final
thank you speech from our CWA Nepal
Chairman Ms.Indira Baral Sapkota. She
thanks all the guest for participating in
the prog ram. She also thanks to all the
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management team and staff for making possible to lead the organization to
this level.
The General meeting was arranging on present of government line agencies
District Coordination committee Kaski, Social Development Ministry
Gandaki Province Pokhara metropolitan city, District Police office, NGO
Federation and all general members in house.
Our Great Financial Supporter Mr. Peter Vecker
and Barbara Rentsch were Nepal staying time
from Switzerland. They were giving huge effort
for developing Organization quality and rising
financial support this year we had changed
some things for wellbeing of children to respect
our sponsor hard work. Always they were giving
big commitment for changing life of our children
with well caring and also full time for support to
the organization through by financial. According to
our
goal, we were working for best to providing best caring to
our children.
This year our 5 staffs were participating home management, organization
development, child right kindergarten, quality development, financial and
tax, counseling, Social security fund, New rules acts handle orientation food
and hygienic Montessori, caring training from different government line
agency and national level organization to make well done work in children
home.
Extra activities & training:
This year we were organizing 2nd time hiking to Dhampus with our valuable
financial supporter Peter and Durga. Dhampus is a sparsely populated
village located in Kaski district of Nepal at the altitude of 1650m-5213m It is
inhabited by Gurung and Magar. Dhampus trek is short and classic trek
along the Northern portion of Annapurna peak. Dhampus trek can see
spectacular scenery of Mt Annapurna and Mt.
Machhapuchhere
along
with
excellent
countryside experience, spectacular sunrise
and sunset. Moreover, Dhampus is known
as the gateway of the
Annapurna
conservation Region and Annapurna Base
camp trek. Our Dhampus trek was starting
from Phedi Ghattekhola which was one hour
driving from Pokhara. Dhampus highest hill was
just 4 hours straight walk from Phedi with all juniors
and
seniors children. We were crossing passes through forest and small hills
among cultural villages. Our hiking period was mostly covering with rainfall.
Whole day was clouding for seen Himalayan ranges. We did not seen only
mountains but all children were enjoying hiking for seen many cultural
villages, Houses, rock land, paddy farm terraces, and pound and view tower.
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Long range of Himalayan cannot be observed from the Dhampus hill due to
cloud but all were participating dry picnic at hill. It is also considered as one
of the easiest and shortest treks suitable for all age groups. This Hiking was
suitable for all children with small, elderly people. Dhampus trek is suitable
for all
season unlike other trek around the
peripheral of Annapurna region. Various
kinds of flora and fauna can be
observed along the route. The Hiking
was standing adventure for all
children. Between of hiking it was
happening
sudelenly
The all children great opportunity to
watch the daily lives of country side
villager
and their unique farms with crops that only
grows in high altitude.
This Year we could able work with Nepal house Kaski about Staffs works
shop and Regular child counseling program. The Regular counseling
program was focusing for 7 children about their daily life. Our 7 children
were participating at regular counselling beneficiary. End of this year 3
children were discharging from regularly counseling's. The counseling
program was effecting for changing their behaviors even not 100%. It was
supporting for changing it. The junior children were participating for their
entrainment to motivate as counseling. Some senior children were using
sharing platform their internal idea. The regular counseling were not
supporting to highly as magic sticks but it was motivating some percentage
according their age factor and family historical situation & as depend
Counselor. We were organizing 4 days counseling workshop for all children
each of two group according juniors and seniors' children. The main courses
were
indicating friendship, cooperation, behaviors
and adjustment with each situation. It was
supporting their daily life inside the
house. Other side staffs workshops was
conducting 2 days for all staffs about
situation of life peoples and children
plus handling with nice motivation. The
workshop was focusing children situation
with
deferent background and
own
situation. First session was running finding
obstacle
with children plus children situation. The facilitator
was introducing about children obstacles and own situation for all staffs.
The 2nd session was running with how we can handle obstacles situation
and motivation children & our self. It was adding some refreshment relax
yoga activities. The all staffs were increasing some knowledge and handling
their life .Bina and Guna were facilitators for 2 days program.
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The children were participating District &National level children
development and online safety program. The
program was supporting their selfdevelopment and protection on coming
days. After the workshop participated
children were sharing their knowledge
with all inside house. Other side
some children were participating
Drawing, Dance and speech
and
Dance competition on occasion of
Children day at Pokhara between300
children care homes children, Many kind of
sports, easy writing competition at school,Regional
level Dance
competition. Our some children were awarding 1stand 2nd position for
District level Hand ball completion. We recognize that these types of
activities are necessary for our children’s development and will continue to
encourage participation wherever possible. Regular sport program was
supporting keep physically fitness to our children even short timing each
day. The children were managing time at regular school time but at least
they were enjoying 65 minute each of day in organization due to regular
schedule and lots of daily syllabus home work. The holiday period and
vacation holiday period was getting probability for taking part in sport
programs inside the playground. The children were practicing for valley ball,
skipping, Handball, football, Cricket,
table tennis inside playground but
additional they were involving Templin,
Regular junior sport materials and indoor
games of House. The summer period was
not prospect playing at our playground
due heavily rainfall but the junior
children were playing kindergarten area
according their interest inside the metal
fancy area. The junior children were
involving for kinder sport materials for increasing their knowledge inside
house. Other side our many children were participating outdoor
organization activities. The junior children were participating for sand box
after establishment inside the kindergarten. The junior children were
playing with many playing kitchen materials with sand box sand for
entertainment.
This year were giving fully Musical classes for all children after installment.
Music instruments. After adding Music instruments we were arranging
Music teacher regularly inside house 7 hours each of week about all kind
musical and vocal subject according to children. Regular classes were
helping to their music capacity for all the children. We were dividing 2 group
for vocal and music instrumentsteaching classes.Mostly time we were
providing individual and grouping musical knowledge for children. The
children were increasing more quality about Guitar and Piano with vocal.
Some children were successfully playing drum set with live music. Our
mostly girls and boys were playing easily Guitar with different songs and
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some junior children were developing their knowledge for piano with songs.
Similarly we were arranging musical live program inside the House with
Our valuable financial supporter Peter and
Barbara Fare well program Our children
were collecting big experience how perform
stage
singing
program
our
Ninechildren were their quality with them.
It was great and effective for all children.
CWA children had achieved a success in
sports and extra-curricular activities in
school better than last year. Sita became
success to remain in second position in
PABSON Table Tennis competition.Sapana,Solan,Bipana and Aleya received
the prizes in Nepali Essay Competition. Sita and Pratik received the prizes
English spelling contest.Milan,Binay ,Solan and Bipin wins the
medalinInterschool Basketball competition aomong the all school.
Sanjiv,Sagar,Sushmita,Sima,Roshni,Simran are happy to receive the prizes
on Running race competition on school.Bipana and Kumari receives the
award on the Inter School drawing competition. Pratik and Sanjiv receives
the prizes on Handball Competition .Solan and Bipin became the winner in
Table Tennis Competition of School.
We had celebrated the Mother's Day, with children for developing their
respect towards elder and for the knowledge about culture.
Different activities like farm
oriental class, Music Class,
Computer class, Counseling
class, Workshop, Kitchen
helping ,Sports, etc. are
organized in regular basis in
our CWA home in 2019 for
all round development of
behavior and creativity of
children. Farm oriental class
organized in a different way
on this year 2019. We had
started naming the plants and vegetable cropped by particular children. We
also had started to calculate the production range of the vegetable cropped
by children. Bipin scored first rank in highest kilogram of Potato. In this
year 2019, theoretical farm orientation is little less and practical orientation
in more.
Swimming, sightseeing, Festival Mela Visit, sports, outside surrounding
cleaning program, wall and metal fence painting are also conducted in
regular basis in this year 2019 in our home CWA. Christmas card making,
creative arts, star coloring are also done in 2019. In 2019 children are more
familiar with the workshop work. This year most of the children have more
interest in workshop activities than in 2018. Children have learnt for
painting, wood cutting works, creative arts etc. in the workshop. On this
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year 2019 children have prepared boat, lamp, frame, stars, and dolphin
from ply wood. Workshop is running effectively on this year 2019.
Continually we were providing job supporting
training
counseling,
commutation,
management, caregiver, handling children
situation and Home management training for
improved their quality in job according to
need. It was helping for nice management
and
quality
of
house.
This
year
Sarswati,Parbati
and
Prakash
were
participating many training about their selfdevelopment.
This year we were organizing annual children Birthday on present of our
great financial supporter Mr. Peter and Barbara in Nepal staying period at
children vacation. The children Annual birthday was showing equality for
same time birthday. We did not organizing individually birthday according
their personally birthdates. It was very hard to celebrating children birthday
for giving big effort more than 8 weeks by our Valuable Donors Peter and
Barbara. Before starting to birthday party we were conducting 6 sports for
all children and one swimming program. The all children were participating
according their group list. Our some scholarship children were participating
for this all program.
We have also celebrated both National
and International children day with
children in this year 2019. We have
celebrated the National children Day in
home by organizing different games and
lucky draw for entertaining children.
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Additional after annual term examination Children were involving additional
activities. We were organizing many activities to our children for
development their ability and quality.
The extra curriculum was supporting
to their additional development of
life. We were creating many activities
about Sarangkote and Pumdi kote
hiking,
Paintng
wall
sport
completion,
community
cleaning
program, house cleaning.We had
organized
one
day
Sarangkote
Hiking Program for all children to
hiking
inside
forest
of
villages
TheSarangkote is very famous for overserve Pokhara valley and Mountain
ranges of North face.It was called quit and peace hike inside forest. The
children were enjoying with many kind of birds and caterpillar. This spring
season was famous for such caterpillar on tress. Children were enjoying for
lunch on top of Sarangkote with Mountain View and Fewa Lake. We had
arranged visiting Tibetan Gumba and Seti Riverfor all children. Tibetan
Gumba is famous for Boudha Monastry and Monks residential. It is quit and
height place for visiting on top of Hemja. Similarly we had visited Seti River
George. It is famous for for religious temple as same height with forest way.
Other side we were arranging Sport activities for all the children inside the
ground like athletes, table tennis, Musical chair, sack race, etc. Between of
this activities we had arranged painting on wall, cooking training about
Momo,Dalbhat. Our training was focusing different food cooking with
delicious according Nepali spices. The mostly children were interesting for
cooking with deferent types.
This year children were participating fresh house training inside house each
of Saturday and festival period. We were collecting live chicken and Goat on
occasion of festival and regularly Saturday for providing knowledge about
cutting meat. We were scarifying goat at festival and live chicken about how
to make meat and clean. The mostly children were collecting knowledge
about it.
Community Supporting Program
Our organization was giving continue supporting for community work and
community children education. This year were supporting for Organization
located area for children learning center of
Sarangkote and as chair. Many more
community works were supporting from
our organization through by financial and
social activities.
SHORT MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAM
This year we were organizing important
Motivational Counseling with psychiatrist
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PHD holder Murad Ali who now works for international level counseling in
Dubai and Kuwait. After knowing about CWA, he request us to take a
counseling class to children at free of cost. So we invite him for the
counseling session for children. Although the session was short, we felt that
it was a best motivate session for children. CWA children from class 5 to
class 10 had attended the motivational program. His topic mainly focused
for the educational and career development of children. He mentioned that
we had to remove all the negative prints from our mind and to plant the
positive things only. We had to memorize that if somebody can do that the
why can't we? All we have to do is
practice and try again and again. He
add different stories to make children
more clear. His one best stories
among different stories is of an
elephant. He mentioned that the
younger elephant is very stronger but
still they we controlled by a normal
thread .How? He replies when
elephant were a baby then tries to
break their thread then they can't.
They tries and tries but they can't.
After that in their mind the print was set that it is impossible to break a
thread. This print was set up strongly to the younger age also when they can
even break down the wall, that we can't break the thread. So such a
stronger elephant can be controlled by a normal thread.
By a connection with a story he advised not to keep such strong print in a
mind. Always go ahead with a vision with a thought of "I CAN DO IT". Don’t
think that there is impossible things in world. Everything will be possible.
Also he mentioned that all we human beings were born equally with a same
type of sense organ and structure. All we had to do is to keep vision and to
struggle. At overall the program was fruitful for the motivational knowledge
of children. We were hopeful that this program will add some more
concentration on habit, discipline and education of children.
Education & higher college supporting program:
This year we were giving keep on for all children for prospect best education
according their wish and dissimilarity different educational institute. This
year all our CWA children, 28 children at school level and 4 children
Santosh B.K, BishalNepali, BibekTimilsina and BinodB.kat +2 level have
engaged in Little Step Higher Secondary School for their quality education.
At average we found satisfactory result in the educational level of our
children. In comparison to annual education result of 2018, this year there
is balance level of standard maintenance on education. Most of the children
have upgraded their level with high percentage.
This year we had 100% pass result. Overall our 30.43% students are
success to score distinction, 39.14% are success to score first division and
30.43% are passed in second division on annual term exam of 2019.Simran
had scored highest97.33% and Agina was scoring lowest 47.93% from all
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CWA Children. In last year 3.84% children are failed on the annual term
whereas 100% became success to pass on this year.Niruta and Milan
became able to improve their result on this year 2019 and become able to
pass the final examination. New admitted children Aleya, Sima,
Pooja,Rejina,Agina and Prabin of last year did the exam good and became
able to pass all the subjects.Prabinthapa became able to show his good
performance at school. He is now at
Class2.
Five
children
Binaya,Bipana,Jeevan,Kumari and Bipin
had completed their District level
examination with good score on this
year.Most
of
the
children
Sushmita,Sanjiv,Milan,Binaya,Bipin,Ku
mari,Bipana,Jeevan
and
Nirutahad
increased
their
percentage.
Simran,Pratik,Manisha,Sapana,Sita and
Bipana became success to achieve major
position in the class.Though we jump class of Manisha,she still be able to
score good marks with distinction.
In comparison to last year most of the children were very interested to
participate in different school activities and had received many medals and
prizes this year in comparison to last year.
At higher education BinodB.K and BibekTimilsina had just passed their SEE
examination with good percentage and were joined to Little Step Higher
Secondary School for their higher education. Binod had score "B"Grade and
was admitted in Hotel Management stream of Little Step School.Bibek had
also scored "B+"Grade and was admitted in Hotel Management stream of
Little Step School too. Santosh is continuing his study in a Science stream
in Class 12 now. He had not shown good performance on his class 11 exam
and was failed in chemistry subject. Now he is improving his study
according to the first term result of class 12. Bishal Nepali is doing well in
management stream. He became success to score Grade "B" in Class 11
final term exam and was also doing good in Class 12.Bishal had joined
extra tuition class also for achieving good score.
We are happy to announce that the average standard and quality of
education of all our children in satisfactory at overall.
The quality of education situation of scholarship
children is well in average. They are happy to
continuously join school from the support of
CWA. Also they are happy to receive
stationery materials, School uniform and
schooling support from CWA.We wish for
the better improvement of quality of
education of children in coming days.
This year mostly children were highly increasing
for regular study according to 3 time’s terminal
examination and one annual term result sheet. This year the children had
well result in the annual term and other short exam, in the annual term
exam the children done well result all the subject of the School. Maximum
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children stood in the well position in the class. This year children final
result was satisfactory, they could able to maintain their position in class.
The school bus was arriving regularly for collection & Drop our children
inside house. We were giving continually attending parent meeting in school
it was supporting for make well planning about education. This year 34
children were attending grade Nursery to grade ten including 2 scholarship
children around the community.
Sushmita,Simran,Sanjiv,Milan,Nir
uta,Binaya,Bipin,Sapana,Kumari,J
eevan and Sita had increased their
percentage.Nishan,Sagar,Mamata,
Sima,Bishalb.k,Samjhana and Isha
had decreased their percentage.
Binay had increased highest
percentage by 20.60 % at overall
and Nishan had highest decreased
his
percentage
with
13.7%
according to annual report of 2019.Milan had increased his percentage by
6.62% which was the second highest percentage increase of the the year
2019.And thirdly Bipana had increased her percentage by 4.95%.The
annual result was new for Aleya,Agina ,Rejina,Pooja and Prabin as 4
children had started from the mid of the year 2018 and Prabin on 2019
only. They all are passed and they are laborious to achieve good marks.
Agina is little weak among the new children and she had kept again in class
3 though she was passed for her education quality development.Puja
became success to score 75.53% on the annual term. This was her first
result that at previous in Nursery class they have no percentage calculation
at school.
At higher education BinodB.K and BibekTimilsina had just passed their SEE
examination with good percentage and were joined to Little Step Higher
Secondary School for their
Higher education. Binod had score
"B"Grade and was admitted in Hotel
Management stream of Little Step
School.Bibek had also scored "B+"Grade
and was admitted in Hotel Management
stream of Little Step School too.
Santosh is continuing his study in a
Science stream in Class 12 now. He had
not shown good performance on his
class 11 exam and was failed in
chemistry subject. Now he is improving his study according to the first term
result of class 12. Bishal Nepali is doing well in management stream. He
became success to score Grade "B" in Class 11 final term exam and was also
doing good in Class 12.Bishal had joined extra tuition class also for
achieving good score.
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We are happy to announce that
the average standard and
quality of education of all our
children in satisfactory at
overall.
The
quality
of
education
situation of scholarship children
is well in average. They are
happy to continuously join
school from the support of CWA.
Also they are happy to receive stationery materials, School uniform and
schooling support from CWA.We wish for the better improvement of quality
of education of children in coming days.
Festival and celebration:
Nepali was particularly prosperous for own cultural and traditional since
from early age. Mostly peoples are participating in this festival according
their cultural. This year we were
celebrating Dashain with children
according to Nepali cultural. On
occasion we were purchasing new
clothes to our children and we were
sacrificing Goat and Providing Tika to
all
children
and
staffs.Rakhi,Tihar,Teej
festival.Between
of
all
festival
Dashain was great festival for Nepali
society.
According to our traditional and cultural this year our
organization was organizing all related festival according to our Nepali
calendar, We were celebrating festival in this year including Dashain, Tihar,
Christmas, Rakhi, Maagi, Children Birthday, New year and Teej.
Understanding the various cultural customs and traditions was important
for every Nepalese child and people, this year we were participating in large
number of them.
Some festival was coming from our cultural tradition and religion. We were
explaining to them equality for all festival to respect all custom. Some of
main our festivals were New Year, Chaitedashain, Nepali New year, Rakhi,
Dashain, Tihar, Christmas, Shivaratri,
Holy, Shree Panchami etc. The all
festivals had own feather and significant
for culture These festival were not
including for feeding & wearing new
dress but it had own sign for education
to provide children, why were celebrating
it. The school was closing for festival
time, so they could able to much enjoy
with this festival. The Nearest relative
was calling their children for celebration
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festival especially Dashain
keeping to curiosity for get
provided one week holiday
Festival according who were

and Tihar period. The children relatives were
together with their children. This year we had
for joining with family to celebration Dashain
living around Pokhara Valley.

Sarswati Puja :
This year we were celebtaing Saraswati
Puja inside the house with worship all
knowledgeable instruments about books,
Music instruments, Sport materials, and
others. According to this festival of Nepali
culture
Sarswati
Puja
called
Shree
Panchami day to celebrate the birthday of
Saraswati – the Goddess of Learning. This is a day
when
people from school students to scholars worship their pens and books to
please the Goddess and expect her favor in their studies so they become
wise and knowledgeable. People also throng around the idol of Goddess
Saraswati, offer flowers,sweets, fruits, etc. On this day, small children are
taught to read and write and people write on the stones and slabs with
chalks and pencils. This day which falls between in this period. When we
were starting this day for any work it will be knowledgeable for all time.
Shiva Ratri Festival:
This year we were celebrating shiva Ratri Festival. Shiva Ratri is the night of
Lord Shiva when He himself was created by His own Divine Grace and
Hindus all over the world celebrate this day with a lot of zeal and
enthusiasm. Shiva Ratri literally means ' the night consecrated to Shiva'.
This auspicious festival falls on the fourteenth day of the waning moon in
the month of Falgun. The Shiva Temples of Nepal is considered as one of the
holiest shrines of the Hindus, glorifying Lord Shiva, thus receives more
people worshippers during the festival of Shiva Ratri. These worshippers
come
from far and wide to pay their respects and homage
to Mahadev on his sacred day. One of the
interesting aspects of Shiva Ratri is that on
this day devotees and non-devotees alike
freely indulge in smoking intoxicating
substances such as marijuana and bhang
for it is the only day in the annual calendar
when marijuana is legal. Many people take
these intoxicants in the belief that it pleases Lord
Shiva for he too is said to be fond of it. Thus marijuana is taken as Prasad,
holy food blessed by the Gods and one can see eager tourists and faithful
Nepalese flocking around the temple complex of the temple across the main
temple complex of sadhus and babes in the hope for some Prasad from
them.
To teach Nepali cultural and tradition we are respecting all festival so we
had celebrated with children made big fire camp on playground to blasting
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sugar cane. It was given different sound when children blasted it. The fire
wood collected by children from
nearest forest themselves. The all
children made songs under the blue
sky for entertainment. Before started
the blasting fire, the children
participated in sport.
Holy Festival
The ancient Hindu festival of Holi
falls on early March. Allegedly
named after the mythical demons
Holika, it is a day when the feast of colors is celebrated. The festival is of a
week. However it's only the last day that is observed by all with colors.
Phagu is another name for Holi where Phagu means the sacred red powder
and Pune is the full moon day, on which the festival ends. This day is
observed to rejoice the extermination of female
demon Holika who together with her King
Brother conspired to kill his son Pralhad, an
ardent devotee of Lord Vishnu. This day,
playful people especially the young ones
wander through the streets in groups on foot
or vehicles with various colors smeared all over
them and the people in houses make merry
throwing colors and water balloons at each other and
also to
these people on the streets.According to our Nepali calendar, we were
enjoying with our valuable financial supporter Peter and Father of Solar
Herbert family joining for celebrating Holiday festival 4 hours hiking, 2
hours swimming at fresh Natural River. This year we were organizing Holi
hiking Program at Kahun Khola siklesh village height for all children to
celebrating Holi festival. Other side we were collecting dry food our self with
different items. The Program day was recovering sunny day so our children
were enjoying with it .The Hiking dry picnic program was running whole day
for
all children on top of Siklesh highway village hills
.According
get together and celebrate the
occasion with a lot of merry making. This
spring time celebration is also an outburst of
youthful exuberance in which throwing
colors and water balloons (Lolas) on passerby is acceptable. The junior children and
senior some children were playing with colors in
Sport ground for big entertainment. We had used
different colors for entertainment after starting giving Tika with colors. The
all children were enjoying for Holi Festival around the holi sport after
completed the Holi festival all children were hiking to house down around 3
hours. The all children were joining for swimming at natural river for a few
hours after completed hiking from forest village area. They were playing
with water and color for fun at end of Holi festival day.
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Ram Nawami
According Nepali festival calendar junior
Dashain we were celebrating as chaite
Dashain People keep fasting in the day of
Ram Nawami and visit temples of Lord
Ram. In Chaite Dashain day Goddess Durga
is worshiped and animal sacrifices are
made in some temples especially in temples
of Durga Bhawani. People enjoy the day off
with their family and friends. People eat good food and invite relatives and
loved one for the feastRam Nawami is birthday of Lord Ram Chandra and
Chaite Dashain is the day when Lord Ram came back to Ayodhaya with his
wife Sita, brother Laxman, Hanuman and his military after 14 years of his
exile. People of Ayudhya celebrated this day as a festival and this started the
trend.In Hinduism, Lord Ram is the incarnation of Lord Vishnu.The
kingdom was given in the safe hands of Ravan’s brother Bibhisan People
used to celebrate the big Dashain (Bada Dashain) during this time. But due
to the start of summer, people started suffering a lot form health problem
due to heavy food they eat during this festival. Therefore, the same festival
is moved to autumn with same celebration.
We had celebrated Chaite Dashain inside house to respect to Ram according
our cultural. The all children were celebrating jointly in house with
providing powerful Tika and different kind of food
Teej Festival Celebration:
"Teej" is the fasting festival for women. Through this religious fasting, Hindu
women pray for marital bliss, wellbeing of their spouse and children and
purification of their own body and soul. It takes place on Tritiya of
BhadraTeej is a festival celebrated by Nepali women, for the long life of her
husband and long and firm relationship between them until the death .Teej
is a small red insect that comes out of the soil during the rainy season. It is
said Teej got its name from the same
red insect. That is why Teej is
celebrated in red.
We had celebrated teej Festival in CWA
among the children &staff it was
wonderful moment. The all the female
were involving in outdoor activities &
Dancing program, Male person cooked
daily food on the occasion of this
festival. This year Teej Festival
wasgiving the education for all peoples
about increasing their relationship with own sisters and Brothers according
to Nepali cultural.
Father day Celebration:
Nepal has more than 70 ethnic groups with almost all have their own
tradition and languages. The people of different communities and tribe have
their own way of celebrating father’s day. Some communities celebrate it
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empty stomach early in the morning and some community's celebrate
evening. According to history Once Shiva and Parbati disappeared from
Himalaya parbat. All the gods were very surprised and started searching
them all across the universe. Brahma
and other gods, caught Lord Shiva and
his wife Parvati in Deer's lives hiding in
Sleshmantak forest in Pashupatinath.
The "Buck" Shiva was caught by
Brahma by his horns. Horns of Shiva
came out in Brahma's hand. Then Lord
Shiva asked Brahma and Bishnu to
establish those horns as Shiva linga in
somewhere in Nepal as they think fit.
Brahma placed it in Gorkarna. Since then, It is believed that worshiping
Shiva in Gokarneshwor Mahadev and doing pinda daan (homage to dead
people) is equivalent of visiting Gaya 10 times (Gaya is another Hindu holy
place However, all the communities prepare foods and tasty feast in and
serve it to their father. The celebration and fun of the festival depends upon
the place, climate and ethnicity .According nepali festival cultural we were
celebrating father day in side CWA, which was organizing by children.
DASHAIN FESTIVAL 019:
According to Nepali cultural calendar Dashain is Great festival for all Nepali
Peoples. So Peoples were giving high priority for celebration this festival each
of year. This month we were celebrating
Dashain Festival with all children in our
organization.
We
had
organizing
enjoyment activities for all children in
this organization with according to
cultural with family atmosphere. The all
children were celebrating inside house
maximum Dashain days .We were
celebrating specially 7 days inside the
house with different activities. We were
establishing Ghatasthapana inside house
before 10 days of Tika and stated
Dashain festival. Major festival day
was starting from Phulpati toi Tika
day. The Fulpati day was celebrating
with worshiping with 9 kinds of
Herbal plants collecting inside and
Tika to all children. The Astami day
was scarifying Himalayan goat and
tika to all children. The day was
worshiping
all
tools,
doors,
machinery tools, we were scarifying
Himalayan Goat and Chicken for Meat, Worshiping to all power gods, and
Distributing clothes from purchasing market clothes from market according
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to children needed for daily life. We were giving Tika for all children and
staffs with well-wishing of Dashain Festival. According Nepali calendar it
running between Septembers to October months. The all children school
closed and started vacation for more than one month for festival celebration
but they had big homework. The all Nepali Peoples were giving big effort for
celebrating Dashain Festival even they werefacing crisis at daily life. This
festival was supporting for protect their cultural and increasing relationship
with their relatives for rehabilitation. They had spent 35 days in home with
some activities. In this period they were involving for celebration Dashain &
Tihar festival. Other side they were giving continually their vacation home
work. The all children were giving full effort for Home and homely activities.
Other side the children were participating Vacation activities Phulpati
temple, moral education movies, Himalayan goat collection center and daily
running activities bank of Fewa lake. We were collecting meat and other
Festival worship materials for children from market. We had sacrificed goat
on 2nd day Fulpati for additional meat. We had made worship to all round
the house.We were cooking different kind of party food for all children and
giving Tika with cash gifts from protection non feeling family. We were
treating and celebrating as family for all children. It made to them
comfortable feeling at festival period. The children were attending for other
regular activities such as TV, sport regularly. Same Tika days was running 4
times in this festival. The main Tika day was inviting to some foreign
visitors.
Especially Dashain,During the month of Kartik (late October), the Nepalese
people indulge in the biggest festival of the year, Dashain. Dashain isthe
longest and the most auspicious festival in the Nepalese annual calendar,
celebrated by Nepalese of all caste and creed throughout the country. The
fifteen days of celebration occurs during the bright lunar fortnight ending on
the day of the full moon. Thorough out the kingdom of Nepal the goddess
Durga in all her manifestations are worshiped with innumerable Pujas,
abundant offerings and thousands of
animal sacrifices for the ritual holy
bathing, thus drenching the goddess
for days in blood. Our some children
were participating for
inter school
drawing completion about the peace
poster. Our children were standing
fist, 2nd and 3rd position at drawing
completion. Other side some children
were participating for district level
secondary easy writing competing on occasion of International children day.
Tihar Festival celebration:
After our big Festival Dashain, Nepali 2nd great festival Tihar was starting.
The Tihar festival was running 5 days for worshiping Crow for good
messenger, dog for well security guard, cow for wealth, ox for supporter for
plugging field and Tika for sister to brother. The girls prepared flowers
garland for all entrance door, gate, dog, cows and their brothers from our
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garden. First day we had worshiped to crow to prove food 2nd day we had
worship to dogs with garland and sweet food, 3rd day we had celebrated
worshiped to cow provided special food and garland,4th day we had
worshiped to small ox,5th day celebrated Bhai Tika sister and Brother
exchanging garland and gift girls
and boys. Children made diagram in
front of entrance door, burning
many oil flam on occasion of 3rd day
evening. Same day we had prepared
round bread. We had guided to all
children for prepared garland,
worshiped. The Bhai Tika day
rehabilitee children were mixing for
celebrated inside CWA due to they
had made brother & Sister. In this
occasion some carol group were coming for Deusi bhalo in side from
neighborhood community.
Our 2ndbiggest festival Tihar. About Tihar different history and slogan one of
the famous stories behind the celebration of tihar is related to Yama Raj the
god of death and his sister Yamuna. Yama had been staying away from his
sister for a long time. His sister wanted to meet him so she asked various
sources to visit him and ask to
give her a visit. She sent crow,
dog, and cow and at the end
she went herself to see her
brother. She worshipped him
with tika and flowers, she put
him five colored tika. Yamuna
made a circle with mustard oil,
Dubo
Grass
(Cynodon
Dactylon) and put Makhmali
Mala (Globe Amaranth) and
asked Yamaraj not to go till
the oil, Dubo Grass and the flower gets dry. Therefore, every sister worships
her brother keeping him in the circle of mustard oil, putting mala (garland)
of Makhmali flower and Dubo grass.
According this traditional view and regular our cultural we had celebrated
tihar festival in CWA. We have 15 boys inside house so each of boys made
own sister from our house. The sister had given garland, Food, Tika for their
brother with blessing of long life. Other side brother provided some gift and
Tika for own sister on occasion of Tihar festival. We had made lighting
around the house with wire from market and Oil lamp burning for more
lighting.
Before starting Tika day we were fixing festival lights around the house. The
all children were preparing Rangoli (7 colors full & 7 star Design) 5 places in
front office, inside entrance gate, outside 2 entrance gate). The girls were
preparing marigold garland for all boys. Girls were preparing festival food
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according to cultural. The Tika day was decorating with 7 kinds of materials
according to cultural at Garland places for all boys outside near the garden.
The all children were enjoying this Tihar festival.
Well Come & Fare well Program for Our Great Financial supporter:
This we were organizing two times well come program for our valuable
financial supporter Peter and Barbara
inside the House. Both were coming for
supporting to CWA including especially
final
establishment
disaster
management emergency room creating
and provide training to use it. This
month both were providing disaster
management handling training for staffs
and children. We are happy to see both
of them inside the house for well come to
them. They had spend6 weeks with
children and all activities which we wanted since from 6 years. It was great
moments with Peter and Barbara in Nepal for sharing daily in this month
situation. They were organizing many kind of new activities for development
of children at Nepal staying period. Other side they were creating much
creative work for children and Workshop program. Thank you very much to
your great support and hard for Nepali children and community. Hope fully
welcome day will be coming soon.
New children admission
We were admitted one new child according to their venerable situation and
Nepal government child admission processing. This
year
we had admitted 8 Year cute horrible situation
boy inside CWA from our community. He was
suffering from properly Housing and food as
basic need since from last 6 months. His Name
is Prabin Thapa but some community peoples
says Roshan so call Prabin and 8 years old.
His family background was very prety. His
father was throwing at mid jungle after drink
lots or alcohol. Her mother was finishing divorce
since from 3 years with his father and unknown
her life. She is alive or dead no one known about it. He
has
not any property. His brother was admitting at Himali Bhakunde and him
with us. He was coming from this community and same community
organization so District Administration Office Kaski was referring to us. We
are getting full documents according rules and regulation.His height was
3.5ft and Weight was 17kg at admitted period. He was admitting school at
Grade 2 with all children. He is enjoying with all children for caring in side
CWA.
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The precious year rehabilitee children
were enjoying at family and society after
joined the regular job, marriage life, and
continually higher education from
family. Some rehabilitee children were
renting room and they are involving for
job around Pokhara. We were learning
from all rehabilitee children, They were
feeling very hard to be active in society
due to they were involving more one decade years at luxuries life inside the
home, Every things were coming readymade with them so they did not
known more harder in self-depended. We were giving continually for
monitoring to them for their daily life up to 3 years after rehabilitation. They
are continuously visiting the CWA home in this year 2019.
CWA Staffs Refreshmentself-confidenceTour Program 2019.
This year our seven staffs were 2nd time participating for Staffs refreshment
program for 4 days Darjeling-Ilam-Dharan.They were participating 4 days
Pokhara Ilam-Darjeling tour for refreshing according
to
our schedule. Our 7 staffs were participating
tour for refreshment. The all staffs were not
joining refreshment at yearly children Picnic,
tour or excursion program them self so were
conducting
refreshment
tour
program
separately only staffs even addition financial
expensive. The other regular activities period
were timing for enjoying with children due
working.
We had organized a 4days staff tour on thiss year 2019. The route of the
tour was Pokhara-Itahari-Illam-Darjeiling-Dharan-Hetauda- Pokhara. Our
7staff of CWA had participated on the tour.They feel very motivated after the
tour. As Pokhara is known as the developed city of Nepal, the difficult
lifestyle and living standard on the remote areas of eastern part of Nepal had
gave them a lesson of life outside the Pokhara valley. It was a great lesson to
them that life was more difficult there. Their love to organization and
concentration on work was increased. They are focused on work more than
before after this tour. It was a great refreshment to them beside the daily
schedule. They became able to know about the famous religious sites of
Nepal so it was helpful to them in knowledge and capacity building. They
had collected the farming tips and technology from the tour also. Being
motivated farming staff had increased the seasonal fruit tress more than
90plants this year. The lesson that only the harsh geographical structure
doesn't affect for development, all we need was hard work and attention was
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learnt from the Darjeiling. Darjeiling was a city in
hills with availability of all the basic things and
was well developed. It was also a motivation to
them for utilizing the gained tips in
organization,
society
and
community
development. Creativity was seen in most of
the staff after this tour. The visit of many
religious sites was like a healing meditation
to them beside the daily busy routine of life
according to them. It was the healing of their
inner mental stress and weakness. We are hopeful
the result will be more fruitful on coming days.

high

that

The all seven members were participating on the CWA 4 days Ilam-Dharan
Darjeling . Tour participator started their from CWA according to plan. The
Staffs headed towards their with excitement and curiosity. Tour participator
had kept their first day destination to Kanyam, Illam the Eastern most part
of Nepal. It was 750 km far from Pokhara. refreshed to see the monkey,
different species of birds, different animals and natural beauty on their
way. On the way got a chance to look at the Terai Culture, way of living
visited the farm and gained some knowledge too.The Staffs got a chance to
see KoshiTappu Wildlife Reserve on the way. They had to cover the long
distance on the second day so without any late and They headed towards
Kanyam, Illam at after having tea in Itahari. With the nice morning view of
Terai Plain .They headed towards Kanyam. All found the less number of
houses and more empty spaces on the Terai plain. They talked with each
other that the government food crises and import/export loss will be
maintained and there will be economic development if the excess barren
land was utilized for farming. They crossed the Kankai River Bridge They
East Highway up to Charali Chowk, the most eastern part of Nepal and
drive towards the hillside of Illam. The Staffs passed out total three
provinces of Nepal for reaching there.The Staffs felt
lucky to know and saw the capital city of all the
other three provinces i.e. Province no.1, Province
no.2 and Province no.3. They drived towards
the Hill which looks similar to the Sarangkote
Hill. They happy to saw the hill full of green
tea farm. All
felt too much energized after
seeing the fresh environment there. All lucky
that got able to saw all the view from
KanyamIllam as after sometimes all the view
covered by fog there. After Kanya started their
Journey to Pashupatinagar, the eastern border of Nepal and India. They
were visited Pashupatinagar to All crossed the Nepal border and headed
towards Darjeiling. All knew that the large area of Nepal was captured by
the Indian people. They travelled through the green hills to reach Darjeiling.
All happy to see the railways running on the top of hills. The road was also
managed that the railway track and roadways was managed in a same
place. It was a great message to us that the structure of a place doesn't
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hinders for the development. The city was also All got a chance to visit the
Zoological Park in Darjeiling. The park was also so managed and the park
had separate area for protection of endangered animals. All got a chance to
saw Snow leopard, Red Panda, Wolf, Lion,Bengal Tiger, different species of
birds and animals. They can't be able to see the clear view from there due to
the foggy and rain. They visited the city area and return back to
Pashupatinagar. All set their second day destination to FikkalKanyam of
Illam. The climate of Fikkal was so cool. Though travelling to the Terai part
of Nepal lucky to be in a cool place. They reached Their 3rd day main
schedule was to visit the religious sites of Dharan. Dharan is the famous
developed city of eastern part of Nepal equally famous for the religious
sitesThe
all visited Pindeswor Temple,Dantakali Temple, Budhasubba
Temple, PanchaKanya Temple and Pathivara Temple. They found that all
the temples holds famous religious values and norms All also found that
many people’s from India also came on this sites for worshipping. bAfter
that They headed towards Hetauda. It's about 300km from Dharan to
Hetauda. On the way visited the KoshiBarage.All knew that there are 56 big
gates on the barrage which control the flow of water from Koshi River to
India and Nepal. They shocked and equally felt sad by looking at the
situation of children who worked to collect and wood taken there by river on
such a big barrage. They took some group photos there and without any
late headed towards their Journey . On the way They had lot of fun.
At overall the Journey
was too much fun and was fruitful for full
refreshment. All felt happy to visit the their number of province of Nepal.
Learning from the ttheir












Knowledge about unique Terai Culture and Vegetation.
Part of motivation from the worst situation of people and worst
living standard.
Farming knowledge about fruit trees (Mango and Litchi) and tea.
Collection of religious values and norms of Hindu culture.
Visualization of the speed of development of Darjeiling in India
although totally being a hilly areas collecting the lesson that
nothing is impossible.
Beautiful message about the way of living of life.
Lesson for self-confidence development and refreshment.
Railway track on the high hills of Darjeiling was the amazing
experience for us. It energized their creativeness that being a
country with harsh geographical situation doesn't hinders it fr
development.
All overall gained more refreshment along with the knowledge
about the unknown later known) eastern part of Nepal.

Heath situation :
Health situation of Children & Staff:
This year children situation was running normal except some climate
changing fever or common cold. Due to the presence of hygienic
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environment and organic food, no major health problems are seen on our
CWA children on this year 2019.
Regular blood pressure, Dental, health situation check-up program are
organized in CWA on this year 2019. Other we had done co-ordination with
medical doctors for regular blood pressureand health checkup.
Paschimanchal Dental Care and Kantipur Dental College is coordinating
with us for regular dental check-up of children. Dr.Sanjit Shrestha from
Srijana Pharmacy Srijana Chowk is coo rdinating with us for regular ENT
checkup & frequently organized health camp mostly focusing for ear
checkup. We had conduct blood category of all children separating the blood
group of all the children. We have provided the fooding routine and hygienic
environment checked and monitored by District Health OfficeGandaki
Province which is beneficial for maintaining hygienic standard constant.
We
had
renewed insurance of all children and staff of
CWA family on this year 2019 also.This
insurance service is a government
based insurance service from where
we can use the free check-up
service and some free medicines. It
is being very helpful to children. We
can be able to use this health
service
directly
rom
three
government
hospital
i.eWestern
Regional Hospital, Manipal Hospital and
Himalayan Eye Hospital. And also in some
major hospital like Gandaki Medical College and hospital of others district in
case of referral from the governmental hospital. Now the range of use of
insurance was increased to one lakhs from this year which was 50,000 on
last year.
Beside the Health Camp seminar and medical checkup, we also started to
involve our children in awareness program to make them known about the
aspects of being healthy and to make them to walk on the motto of
"Prevention is better than cure". With this motto we made participation of all
girls is Mensuration health and care program on this year 2019 with all the
health awareness tips.
On this year 2019 we had regularly feed
vitamin and worm medicine twice provided
from Nepal government to all children. The
vitamins and worm medicine was provided
by the Nepal government twice in a
year.We also had given the vaccine from
Nepal government to teenage girls to
prevent them from breast cancer in future
days.
Normal problem seen on children are eye
problem, fracture, dental problem, scabies,
coughing,
common
cold,
headache,
diarrhea, wounds on ear etc. Mamata right hand was fracture due to falling
down in Kindergarten while playing. Her hand was bandaged for 1month
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and now she was recovered. She is still taking medicine for well growth of
her bones. In Isha we had seen the convulsion problems in last year that
she became unconscious at midnight. After regularly taking medicine on
this year, such problems was not seen on Isha.
Total 10children Santosh,B.Bishal,Niruta,Bipana,Bipin,Solan,Sapana,Milan
,Samjhana and Sima were regularly wearing spectacles in CWA.
Provision of first aid service and
mini medical care facility in CWA,
children are being highly benefitted.
We are doing some normal problem
check-up in Medical Hall Lakeside.
We had renewed insurance of all
children and staff of CWA family on
this year 2019.This insurance
service is a government based
insurance service from where we
can use the free check-up service and some free medicines. It is being very
helpful to children. We can be able to use this health service from
government hospital Western Regional Hospital, and Himalayan Eye
Hospital.This insurance service was starting work from the end of mid of
this year. In concern of Medicine, the medicine which are in the referral of
Government of Nepal (around 1300 types of Medicine) is free to buy. Also
this type of Insurance is beneficial for handling the high amount of
investment for major health problems. Mostly it was categorized as different
group with 10members in each and having 1 parent member with Nepali
citizenship. And the insurance company can provide maximum 1 lakh
support for 1group in a year in the major health cases. But that 1lakh is not
for individual card holder but for a group. After this health insurance we
were giving continue for attending hospital but all kinds of health issues
were not accepting by medical institution.
Beside the Health Camp seminar
and medical checkup, we also
started to involve our children in
awareness program to make them
known about the aspects of being
healthy and to make them to walk
on the motto of "Prevention is
better than cure". With this motto
we made participation of our all
children on the rally against drug
abuse, Made participation of all
girls is Mensuration health and care program on this year 2019.
On this year 2019 we had regularly feed vitamin and worm medicine from
Nepal government to all children. We also had given the vaccine from Nepal
government to teenage girls to prevent them from breast cancer in future
days.
We were purchasing some first aid medicine for all children, staffs and
community children. It was providing as first primary treatment before
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reach to Doctor. The normal cases were maintaining from our first aid
medical room for all the children. Maximum it was covering headache, fever,
common cold and painless cream antibiotic cream of skin. We were
purchasing
Hansplast200pcs,Sinex
100pcs,Sancho
13pcs,
Vicks
5pcs,Inholar
1pcs,Cetamol
150pcs,Nims
28pcs,Paraflam
20pcs,FlexonSuspension
3pcs,Nokof
5pcs,Tus-Q
5pcs,Bronchodyne
4pcs,Arsil-Dx 3pcs,Kaf –D 2Swiftus 6pcs,Jeevanga 10pcs,Ornodo
40pcs,pediscab
lotion
2pcs,Extina
3pcs,Cloben
–G
2pcs,Silvinex1pcs,Endrem-GM 2pcs,Meftal 60pcs,Flexon 75pcs,Ear drop
5pcs,Eye drop 2pcs,&Ear bud 4pcs,
We were providing from our first aid box to children Dressing items
12times,Meftal 26pcs,sinex 70pcs,Sancho 5pcs, Vicks 4pcs,Inholor
2pcs,Monoral 6pcs,Hansplast 226pcs,Nims 5pcs,Cetamol 93pcs,Paraflam
40pcs,Flexon suspension 2pcs,Oral suspension 1pcs,Flexon 27pcs,Tus-Q
3pcs,Nokof 5pcs,Arsil-D 3pcs,Swiftus D 3pcs,Kaf – D 1pcs,Metron
5pcs,Jeevangal 4pcs,Gas-o-fast 6pcs,Protogyl 3pcs,Ornaldo11pcs,Allegra
1pcs,Avomine 2pcs,Devomine 12pcs,Pudinhara 4pcs,Pediscab lotion 2 tube,
eye drop 2pcs, Ear drop 6pcs, Vitamin A 5capsul,Nimulid 4pcs,&Alvendazole
36pcs
According to Medical record Hansplast were using highest after burn or
small cut by some instruments. The sinex and paracetamol were using 2nd
highest after normal headache and fever. The mostly medicines were
providing to children after temporary relief to patient before reach to
Doctors.
.In this year the ratio of the medicine used was slightly less than that of the
year 2018.We are best concerning for the maintenance of good health of the
children.
Chepang Children and Community
Support Program for 2019:
This year we great supported to chepang
family children for protection winter and
hunger dead. Who are one of the semitribal groups of Nepal.The literacy rate of
Chepang people is only 13.9 percent.
They have their own language, which
belongs to one of the Tibeto-Burman
strains. Chepang people are well known
for shifting cultivation practice which is the main source of livelihood for
almost all of them. Shifting cultivation practice is known as khoriyakheti in
Nepali. There is a common saying that if you find a Chepang household,
there must be khoriya nearby. Farming alone is not enough to sustain their
family food requirements for the whole months in a year. Other traditional
occupations are hunting, fishing, and collecting edible shoots and roots.
Nowadays, they do wage labor and earn some money. These occupations are
especially important during the periods of food scarcity, which they face
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every year. Being hunter gatherer, Chepang are considered among the seminomadic and most primitive indigenous peoples of Nepal. Evidence suggests
that they are highly forest-dependent. Chepang people heavily depend on
the wild foods for their subsistence living. They collected root crops, herbs
and fruits from their nearby forest and streambank. They have generated
enormous knowledge on a large number of plants species on which they
have depended for centuries. Due to this, forests were most important
resources for them in terms of food, fiber, medicine, housing materials,
fodder and various other needs.
This year our support were providing for six families' middle of forest. There
are living 16 children without food and basic need. We found the full
community doesn't have the environment to eat two times a day. They have
harshly
the full stomach as each day both child and
parents have to stay with unfulfilled stomach
where seen nutrition balance talking is like
the thing of imagination. They don't have
proper place to sleep. They don't have
any sleeping clothes, just they prepare a
wooden and bamboo mix bed at height
and make a fire from downside. That fire
from downside help to spend their whole
cold night. We found that one man lost his
right
leg due to fire on sleeping time. They tell that"
We know
it is risky for us, but we don't have any option". No
single children of that community are admitted to school at the age of their
admission time. Only some started to join school after the age of 9years of
old. The main cause is school is too far from their living place where there is
no availability of transportation facilities. The 3hours walk each day is not
possible by small children so some only join school after being capable to
walk 3/3hours each day. So the literacy rate of Chepang is found to be 1013% only in Nepal. Child marriage and pregnancy at small age is frequent in
the community so the condition of children is much worst on this place. We
found that a young boy of around 21years old have 5children. This type of
problem is creating vulnerable situation of children in context of Nepal day
by day. There is no any facilities manage from government for medication,
nutritious food management, women health and livelihood. Still there is no
more effort from Nepal government on this issue.When our CWA team Nepal
were known about the situation we keep a motto that "Instead of telling
other to other we must start the effort from ourselves", and start our effort
with co-ordination with CWA Switzerland. we had distributed clothing
materials and food sufficient for 2month to each family and children of
Chepang community in Simaltaal . We distributed each 5set warm and
summer clothes to children and parents of the Chepang community family.
We also distributed each 2sets school dress to motivate them to go to school.
Thinking that they will get a chance to get proper food we keep effort in
distributing not only rice or some common only. We distributed each and
every daily fooding necessity materials like Iodine, Masala, Soybean, Sugar,
Biscuits, Noodles, Rice, Coking Oil, Cheura, Soap, etc to each family in a set
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basis.Additiaonal we were distributing Clothes set from purchasing and
additional our storages extra 2nd hand
clothes for protect. Each of children
were receiving Long T-shirt, Sweeter/
Jacket, Panits, Half pants, T-shirt
and other clothes for covering their
body. It was great support for them
on coming days. This is our starting
campaign and hope that the problem
of Chepang community will be solved
soon.We start this campaign mainly
to reduce the vulnerable situation of
the Chepang community children.
Hope this campaign will became one
best example to other to make Chepang community a well settled
community.
Community support
This year we were giving continue for fully supporting about education,
Healthy, food and others daily activities according to their need. According
to our program and need assessment we had supported Neighborhood
children with fully family supported. We were providing all the fooding
stuffs, clothes, School materials as monthly bases for survival. They are
living in hut house near our home, this four children were missing their
mother since from last 3 years after effected long disease and father is facing
diseases since from long time. Also we were giving continually supported for
scholarship children in this year.The four tiny children were attending
school regularly after our supporting.
Improvement Project& work shop:
Yearly Program Presenting at Government coordinating Meeting:
This year government of Nepal we were full filling many law and policy
Nepal government continue. The DPAC was one part of Project running and
Transparency Before received international
fund each of year. According our schedule
we were organizing one day District Project
Advisory Committee (DPAC) Meeting at
District development committee hall on
chairing
with
District
Development
committee Elected honorable Chairman
Baina Bdr Chetri with represents from
District Administration Office Assistance
chief Distract Officer Anil shahi, District
Health Office chief officer, District Education Office District Education
Officer, Chief District woman officer from woman and child office kaski,
District Chief Enginer, District chief Police, Pokhara Lekhanath Metropolitan
city chief offer, elected chief chairman of Metropolitian city, Planning officer
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of DDC and NGO Federation chairman. The CWA Presentation was
presenting for one years with all planning, mission, goal, expecting result,
current situation, running program, Costing, budgeting and funding with
photos. DPAC committee was rising many cross question and curiosity
about sustainable long term program. Some members were asking all
program situations, addressing law and regulation transparency.
House Renovation, Soffit construction and New painting with smile colors .
This year we were Renovation Constructing all reeling ride. The previous
reeling was breaking mostly part of
balcony
so
it
was
looking
dangerous with all children. The
renovation work was starting from
September and ended December of
this year. All side cement sticks
were removing and all side balcony
wall breaking for replacement iron
sticks. The all side iron sticks were
fixing from from metal workers.
After fixing metals sticks around
the house new cements plastering
and house renovation work completed. Some marbles lining was removing
and cement plastering. The whole of House previous rusting water supply
pipe removed and replacement nice quality for pipe for delivering water all
over the house. So This It was changing all water supplying pipes inside and
outside house. Similarly after completed renovation whole house painted
with smile nice match able colors. It was painting with yellow, green and
white colors out the house. End of this year it was looking like new house.
This year we were painting gate side, farm house, solar house, office side
and some rooms inside. The previous paints were
discoloring and rusting with sun and rain fall.
This we extending 15*9*9 ft soffit for collecting raw
materials water from bathroom and washing places.
It was excavating backside of house and
Wall
constructed with cement and bricks. The mostly
waste water was overflowing from the soffit tank
especially at summer season. So it was extended for
saving hygienic from protection liking water. After
the completed constructed It was establishing
cemented covers lid.
We were finishing construction fish pound for this
year. The fish pound was completing
with all
children and midway house boys.
Similarly this year we were re constructing Girls
bath room with new tiles and new plaster at ground.
It was liking water all over the wall and damaging
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door frame. So it was breaking since from end of previous year for finding
water liking. The concrete of plaster was not fixing nicely under the tiles.
The girls are feeling more comfortable for using it.
Nepal leadership Awarded 2019 from International:
This year we were receiving International Nepal Leadership award 2019
from International INGOS from India. It was awarding from South Asian
level about Children Righter and Social worker activities award on two
different function. The both awarding was receiving for working all the time
children issues, quality for child protection and community development all
the time. This year was getting big opportunity for receiving it for CWA
History. We had filled the nomination form last year at south Asian
conference according to our presentation at Delhi. They had given
opportunity for nomination and we were giving continue for full filling their
criteria about it. This year they were informing about Nepal leadership
Award 2019. They were selecting 127 Business company and NGOS at
South Asia Level
for award. Out this number they were nominated 27
Company and NGOS at Tola from Nepal from different sector like
sport,NGOS, Hotels, company, schools, colleges, factory, hospitals etc . So
Our organization was receiving Nepal Leadership Award 2019.
This year we were changing staffs dress for all staffs according their choice.
We were settling staffs dress for all staffs after receiving house dress. The
staff's dresses were purple and Piny Kurtha Suruwal for all Ladies staffs
and blue pant & white shirt for 2 management staffs. Each of them receiving
2 sets dress for one year at working
period.
Other side we were participating
National level & province level Quality
development Program at Kathmandu
and
Pokhara
to
increased
our
knowledge and exchanging currently
situation on coming government rules.
We were participating other regular
GOV, and NGOS coordinating meeting according to time schedule.
Connecting peoples for development justice and monitoring implementation
of Sustainable Development Goal in Nepal 3 day interaction program. It was
great program for NGOS.
District Project Advisory Committee (DPAC)This year we were organizing
Dpac According to Social Act
Disastar Management Traing
This year we were managing regularly materials survival room for protect
from different horrible situation. We were changing food materials and
others according to expired date 6 times. The water filter Paul was filling
regularly with drinking water and cleaning. According to schedule We were
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organizing continue for all disaster management Training for staffs and
children about it. According to a few years earth quake horrible situation
period we were not preparing for
protection and Training. It was casing
more horrible situation. It was
learning
great
education
and
protection for ever.
We were
organizing earthquake training for
children about protection time to
time.
Maximum
children
were
awaking about it for on coming days.
This year we had solar system was
supporting to us very nicely for daily
life. It was producing regularly without any problems. So we did not using
any electricity power from electricity for daily activities except working. We
were using 100% solar Power for whole year to cooking, running water
pump, ironing, office work and daily life. This year our solar father
Eng.Herbert was installing for high quality system processing solar system
according fixing. He was working Hardly at solar system and fixing more
comfortable and systematic for supplying to all over the house. He was
fixing all the System with connecting system. Currently we were fixing full
power internet router near the disaster management room for checking
server of solar system. After installation all the system we were receiving
continue power inside the house. The solar system was continue production
whole year of year. We did not use Electricity for daily use but we were
paying minimum charge for electricity bills.
Workshop
This year we were giving 45% continually workshop center after purchased
the needed materials and tools for running minutes according planning
schedules. We were fixing regular
schedules for all children from mid of
year like regular school. This year was
dividing 4 groups (Senior 2 group boys
and girls & Juniors 2 groups boys &
girls). Each of group was joining twice a
months. Boys groups was handling by
George and Sarswati. Girls groups was
handling with Sunita and George. This
year all children were spending creative
arts training each of week minimum 120 minutes. The workshop was joing
for irregular up April but After our planning it was running Regularly about
finishing birds stars, wooden decorated boat bamboo lamp and creative
work different shape of wooden structure from children. The mostly children
were participating for work regularly twice of month Saturday hours .Some
work shop classes were not running due to Trainers busy and some festival
months .The workshop were facilitating by George, assistance supporting
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Sunita/Sarswati and Also Barbara Nepal staying period. The mostly children
were getting more knowledge about creative work. It was betterment for their
life. Our All most children were collecting knowledge about additional
Vocational training for the future. Currently this year our home children
were participating setting their creative from by ply wood. The children were
joining on holiday period for after 8 years old. They were getting involving for
finishing and coloring to their creative. The children had chance show their
performance to learning their knowledge.
We were giving continually for family visit program to watch and make
rehabilitation planning. This year we had visited 9 families of our children at
Kaski, Dhading,Syanja,Kavre,Parbat for finding their financial standard. But
mostly children family relatives' situation was not satisfactory for their take
responsibility. Some relatives were changing life than previous period but
they could not adjust children even short period. The mostly children family
relatives were not taking responsibility about all need documents and on
coming supporting period. To change this theme we were organizing children
relatives annual meeting inside CWA to make responsible about Birth
certificate and citizen ship. Before colle ction all children relatives we were
visiting all houses for make responsibility.
On holiday period our some children
were visiting with their relatives to
village and some relatives were
allowing coming inside CWA.Some
children were not registering birth
certificate and unknown about their
parent situation so it made hard for
more effort.
Children Relatives find and Birth
certificate:
This year we were successfully completed some legal documents for
providing identification which we were working for since from 5 years to find
it .We are completing 3 very imported child identification proved from
different district local government, which was searching and giving big effort
since from 5 years. The Children birth certification is very important to give
continue future study and participating oncoming activities. According to
Nepali law and Regulation our responsibility and duty to find it after
admission. So we are giving first priority about it all
children make legal even hard effort or
expenses. The children family relatives are
not providing and hiding from their
relatives. We are facing very difficulties to
convincing motivation to them. This month
we were sucessing to finding three
disconnect child relativities from different
way. It was our big success according to law.
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Birth certificate is a very strong weapon of children for accessing the
different basic needs at young age. Children's not having birth certificate will
not be allowed to give the Class 8 District level examination now called Basic
Level Examination. If there is no birth certificate then he/she will not get the
country's citizenship. Every sector who are hiring a personnel for job will
hired only after having the citizenship. Though , Birth certificate is the most
important right of children, Nepal's government is still failed for making easy
and genuine one door system for the preparation of it. Also it’s a thing of
shame that children who are the future pillars of the country are still denied
to get their right.
It is the biggest problem in children's home of Nepal. The children's in
children home whose parents and relatives are unknown, out of contact,
who don't want to handle the responsibility, parent and relative less, it's a
big challenge for the document making. Also government provide the
certificate only after knowing the blood relation of children and only
receiving the letter from the blood relation relatives, so it’s a big challenge
for parentless children of Nepal.
We are doing our best effort on the preparation of Birth's certificate of the
children who don't have their birth registration certificate till now. We had
told and requested many times to their relatives and nearest for making the
certificate but nobody shows interest on it giving different fake problems and
busy schedule. But end of this u=year we had completed birthd certificate
for Sita from Dhading Tripusundari , Pooja Kusma Parbat and Ajina from
Syanja Chapakote. Once we are still target for Roshani Kavre and Samjhana
Baglung .
The Organic farm and animal House
This year we are glad saying to 41.6% depending in vegetable from our
organic farm land including tomatoes, Milk and others. This year were
investing
organic instruments at farming production. We
were installing new organic tunnel for
increase pure organic production and
extending organic seeds. So we were
receiving
four
toal
tunnel
for
producing
vegetables.We
were
extending our farm land around bare
land collecting area with farming
assistance added. The farming area was
increasing for more producing and to our
children. Half of year Our previous ex child Bimal is getting chance to work
as farming assistance for more extension. Especially he was involving for
extend bare land and more for new organic tunnels. The all tunnels were
supporting production vegetable at summer period. We were adding
continue organic fertilizer on replacement of animal dung inside the
farmland. This year we were producing tunnels for summer and winter
production. Other side we were extending organic vegetables every year we
were investing to our organic farm land for production fresh vegetables to
our children for daily life. One side we were producing to our children for
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daily cooking in this year other side children were getting opportunity for
learning about the how to produce farming crops.This year our organic farm
land was increasing highly production yearly after regular adding organic
fertilizer and compost to melting in soil. One we had invested for structure
built 4th tunnel, extending farm land bare land side & and other side
expand of farm land & quality regularly. We
were collecting all farming seed and
other needed materials inside the
farm house. The mostly seedling we
were preparing around the farm
house. We were preparing compost
inside the farm land for make
organic soil. So we were giving big
priority for mixing maximum organic
compost for produce healthy organic food.
This
year
summerwater and flood was recovering some part
farm land with sand rock and muddy red water from upper part of terrace. It
was destroying and supporting decrease production capacity of soil. The
quality able vegetables were producing from farm land but some seasonal
vegetable was not productive. This year maximum seasonal vegetables were
producing in farm land. Some seedling quality was not good for farm. We
were planting all kind of seasonal vegetables and some regular crops millet,
paddy, sweet potatoes etc. We were giving continually planting millet and
paddy our self for type each to children in this year. This year also we were
changing planting area each season for make more productive except tomato
house. Our animal’s house was producing compost for farming, additional
we were collecting dry leaves around our purchased land and nearest forest.
Other side we were using our two bio gas overflow materials as compost in
side farm. The bio gas overflow materials were using additional fertilizer to
our farm land. It had given high amount compost soft kind of vegetables.
Our 3 full staffs was giving full encouragement for make more production in
farm land. The farm coordinator was attending regularly according to our
daily schedule each of 5 days per week except sick. This year was starting
one day more each his commitment for farming. The other three were
coming from around here so they were busy mostly period farming work and
caring animals.
This year we were planting 8170 plants about vegetables, and a few fruit
trees.Other side we were seedling 132.6 kg seed as well as more amount of
baby
plants of different kind of vegetables such as
potatoes, radish, onion, cabbage, garlic,
ginger, mustard, coriander, red cabbage,
sweet
potatoes
cauliflower,
squash,peas,cucumbers,
sponge
gourd, green Bodi,chilly,Salad,swiss
spinach etc.Other side we produced
lots of compost and purchased
mustard cake compost for farm which
help in increasing production to some
extents. We were investing for new tunnel
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house materials, more extension of farm land and farming materials for good
work.
This year the production was not highly increased than previous year that
we became able to fulfill 72.38 % vegetable requirement of children for whole
year 2019 except potatoes. This
year was not that we able to
fulfill all vegetable requirement
fro m our own farm land. Our
fruits trees are just growing
bigger and we have a planning
for
fulfilling
the
fruits
requirements too from our own
farm land. This year cauliflowers
were producing more higher than
previous years. Some green
regular
vegetables
were
increasing highly than previous
years after increase farm land and tunnel. Specially End of March to
October months were facing shortages vegetables due to summer rainfall
and hail stone.
This year we were purchasing farming tractor for plugging farm land.
Previous tractor was not so much working due mostly time repairing. It was
using for rough plugging. The new tractor was covering 95 kg weight and
looking body was showing nice. The pickup power and strong were covering
like previous tractor.
Mid of this year our all vegetables were destroying by hail stone.
Cucumbers, Bitter gourd, squash, Pumpkin, Ghiraula, Capsicum, Chilly
ladies finger, Brinjal, Bodi beans
salad
were
getting
ready
for
production but it was all destroying
with Zero level. Three months it was
covering no things except some maize
plant and tunnel. Similarly hail stone
was damaging all kind of fruits
plants. It was time for baby fruits of
Litchi, pomegranate, cherry, avocado
etc. After hail stone we were facing
vegetable shortage for long time or before producing winter vegetables.
This year and last year production compare in table
SN

Name of Vegetable

1
2
3

Cabbage
Potatos
Green
Vegetable/Spinach
Bro couali
Cauliflower
Radish

4
5
6

2018
in
kg
342.4kg
409.7kg
543.4

197.5kg
251kg
438.4kg

25kg
187.9kg
276.5kg

49kg
114.5kg
552.9kg
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2019 in kg

Percentage
Increased/Decreased
-42.31892523
-38.73566024
-19.32278248
96
-39.06333156
99.96383363

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Green leaf of Garlic
Green leaf of Onion
Salad
Peas
Coriander
Long Pumpkin
Soybean
Cucumber
Onion
Ghiraula
Brinjal
Rice
Bitter Gourd
Tomato
Gourd Louka
Bodi
Maize
Chilly
Pumpkin leaf
Naspati
Guava
Ginger
Sweet potatoes
Carrot
Pumpkin
Chichinda
Lemon
Banana
Laddish finger
Avocado
Nibuwa
Squash
Red Cabbage
Beans
Pea
Bakula Beans
Squash of leaf
Millet
Tama
Pomegranate
Aamala
Red raddish
Guava
Sugar Cane

17.8kg
14.5kg
13.7kg
0kg
3.1kg
51.6kg
0kg
119.5kg
10kg
201.5kg
34.2kg
48kg
41kg
559.5kg
55.9kg
46.1kg
279kg
1.7kg
31.9kg
2kg
5kg
56.1
44.5kg
19.5kg
13kg
1.8
6kg
0
0kg
5kg
6kg
285.1kg
0kg
0
6.5kg
10.8kg
9.4kg
0kg
3kg
5kg
2kg
9.5kg
0kg
0
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14.4kg
13.5kg
7.6kg
18kg
11.3kg
71.5kg
4.8kg
74.4kg
0kg
150.4kg
34.6kg
70kg
3.1kg
520.1kg
0kg
45kg
30kg
1.7kg
12.6kg
0kg
9.6kg
0kg
5.5kg
0kg
71.5kg
3kg
1kg
140pcs
11.4kg
0kg
2kg
31.2kg
159.7kg
129.9kg
18kg
5kg
10kg
32kg
5kg
0kg
0kg
0kg
9.6kg
17pcs

-19.1011236
-6.896551724
-44.52554745
100
264.516129
38.56589147
100
-37.74058577
-100
-25.35980149
1.169590643
45.83333333
-92.43902439
-7.042001787
-100
-2.386117137
-89.24731183
0
-60.5015674
-100
92
-100
-87.64044944
-100
450
66.66666667
-83.33333333
100
100
-100
-66.66666667
-89.05647141
100
100
176.9230769
-53.7037037
6.382978723
100
66.66666667
-100
-100
-100
100
100

The above table show highest production was
Radish 552.kg which was 99.9%more
than that of previous production of last
year. This year we became able to fulfill
all the vegetable requirements and
also able to sales 43kg Cabbage,
cauliflower, maize and cucumber.
Pumpkin,sanke
gourd,Red
cabbages,Beans,Pear , broculi,radish
and Green vegetables production was also
highly increased in this year 2019 due to
planting inside the tunnels on farm. Last year Red cabbage beans
production were 0kg and 0kg & this year was 132.605kg& 129 kg which
was more than that of previous year production. Banana, Ladies finger,
milletproduction were alsoin this year 2019.
The cattle farm program was operating
regularly according yearly time frame.
This year children were enjoying with
fresh milk production from cattle farm.
This year 3 cows were milking regularly
mid of year.After sold one baby cow
were, now 2 cows gives milk regularly. It
was enough for all children to produce
tea, ghee, yogurt, rice pudding, Kurauni
and milk production items. We were starting Milk paneer from this year for
children curry.
This year we had produced 8920.2Ltrs and same period last
year
7335.9Ltrs milk. It was 17.76% Increasing than previous year. This year all
children were getting 338ml each day/per child out panner, yogurt, ghee .
The fresh milk was using for fresh milk, yogurt, Ghee, Paneer and Tea for
children. This year 3 cows were milking daily up to mid of year and One cow
was milking regularly whole year. This year we were caring 4 cows including
2 female calf. Our farm land was not recovering for green grass for all
animals
so
we
had
purchased green grass land
about 20 Ropani for whole
year
to
cutting
grass
Additional our Farm land
supporting some green grass
at
summer
period
for
animals. Our farm land was
using for planting paddy in
summer period so we could
not get enough grass from
land. The animals had
chance to grazing around the bare filed a t winter seasons but they had not
chance to grazing at summer season due all over the land was covering
through by farming
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The cows were providing milk 8920.2 Liters ,Out of this amount 3462.2Ltrs
for children,187.6ltrs for Restaurant, 215 ltrs for Mid-way House,1864.4 ltrs
for yogurt, 2599.2 ltrs for paneer and 584.5 ltrs for ghee and staffs tea.We
were producing 25.3 kg ghee for whole year.
This year were purchased 200
bundle
paddy straws dry grass for animal to
recovered at winter and summer seasons
from the around the community.
Additional we were providing 144
*40=5760 kg choker/each day 15kg and
floor for them to make healthy.This year
we were decreasing each day 3 kg choker and
one vitamin each month for cows.Other side we
were
checking regularly 2 times each of month cows health and provide vitamin
power 6 kg each month for protection from diseases. This year one full staff
was caring animal for food, health etc.
Water, Electricity &Bio Gas
This year we were getting regular water from the water resources most time.
There rises some problem of water in mid time of spring season due to
plugging with excavator and house construction. We were managing water
from our 2 lakhs liters water storage tank and water from the well too. Our
well resource was working nicely fully year. The water was increasing from
beginning of summer period for daily used. This year water was collecting
17675 units through by pipe.
This year solar panel installation was done. Now we are free of problem at
the time of load shading too. We have fully used the solar energy in house
and no electricity was used so we are paying only the minimum charge of
electricity these days. Solar is working nicely for efficient use of electrical
instruments and daily purposes.
This year our bio gas was supporting to
daily cooking averagely 31% of the year.
Last 5 months was not producing biogas
for cooking. We were adding new biogas
plant additional to recover 100% cooking
fuel. This year only one bio gas
producing . This year Herbaert was fixing
it at mid of year after purchasing plant
from china. Our target to starting more
sustainability for cooking gas. The bio gas plant
was building at near the old underground bio gas. The all body of new bio
gas was setting with aluminum structure. It was more comfortable and
removal once place to another place. Herbert was fixing it with connecting
previous bio gas plants inside the kitchen.
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The cow milkwas taking long time for cooking and uses more fuel so we
used bio gas. We were regularly cleaning the outlet pipe of bio gas for
making the efficient production of gas and blockage of pipe. We were mixing
all raw materials for big gas in let tank about animal dung, water urine,
waste food, waste leaf etc. The overflow bio gas was supporting to farm for
fertilizer from the out let tank thebio gas capacity was running average.
According previous record of last year it was total producing 3986.3units
and it was cooking capacity 2316:00 hours but this year same period
production was 3044.5 units cooking capacity 1632:50:00hours for children
daily.This amount was producing less than previous year even we have
additional next biogas.
Midway house Continue:
This year we were continuing Midway
house 4th year for senior children above 18
and SLC level from mid of this year. We
were caring 4 boys in
midway house after
added
2
boys
from
mid
of
year. After the
Mid way house
we
will
rehabilitated
with family to them .The starting period our five
girls were joining in Mid-way house for learn
many kind of knowledge for self-depending their
life. Our mid-way house was running normally for
daily activities. This year mostly time mid-way house
boys
were participating for their regular activities college, training and workshop
according our regular calendar.Two boys were attending regular collage as
Science and Management additional they were supporting to caring time to
time for juniors at house to extend their knowledge. The all activities were
extending mid-way house boys self-depending capacity on coming days.
They were realizing their life from the mid-way house, how to cook, wash,
clean maintain routine them self-managing daily life and attending regular
activities.
Mid way house boys were learning self-depending in their life. They were
continuously visiting their relatives in this year 2019 for the preparation of
rehabilitation on this year 2020. Their behavior was also changed in
comparison to previous year toward CWA. They have gained more
experience for self-depending too. They were continuously remembering and
missing previous depending in CWA with our nice caring inside the house.
Some time midway house boys were running out of track due to their age
and friends habits. Almost they were thinking realize be a high senior. It was
changing or divert their activities others way which is not help for best life.
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Time to time our meeting and Guide line were supporting it. We were giving
continue meeting with them.
This midway house children were receiving as following materials
Rice179.8kg, Brown rice 31kg, Red daal 37.9kg ,Black daal 8.5kg, sugar
32kg, Salt 10 kg, Oil 39.5lit, Peas 4.6kg, Gram 4.6kg, Rajma 4kg, Sugee
2kg, wheat 10kg, Biscuit 215pcs, Noodles 44pcs, Samosa 204pcs, Jam
0.8kg, Honey 3.5kg, Peanut butter3.9kg, Normal masala1kg, Meat
masala1.1kg, Turmeric 0.6kg,Tea 4.3kg,Bread 16.5pkt, Egg 195pcs, Meat
27kg Fish19.1kg, Milk 215.1lit, Yogurt 84.7lit, Ghee 4.4kg Bitten rice 19kg,
Dalmode 9kg, Aamilo 0.2kg, Chaumin 20.9kg, Popcorn 3.5kg
Bhatta3.6kg,Bhuja
3.8kg,Papad 2kg,Match
stick 27pcs,Tomato sauce
2.1kgSoya sauce 0.7kg,
Washing soap 27pcs,
Saraf 38pcs, Rich soap
53pcs, life buoy soap
30pcs, Dettol soap 16pcs,
Tooth paste 5pcs, Teeth
brush 1pcs, Small pack
Shampoo 252pcs ,Toilet
paper 3roll, Green pad
2pcs, Utensil washing tar 1pcs, Slipper 2pair, Shoes polish 4pcs,
Vaseline2pcs Hair oil 2pcs, Out socks 4pair,Underwear 6pcs, Jacket 2pcs,
Collage dress shirt 4pcs,Collage dress pant 5pcs, Collage dress black shoes
4pair, Collage dress Black sweater 2pcs, Collage dress black socks
9pair,Collage dress belt 2pcs,Collage dress coat 2pcs, Collage dress tie
2pcs,Collage dress topi 1pcs,Towel 1pcs, Bag 4pcs, Hyper 1pcs, Broom
2pcs, Mop 1pcs,Harpic 1bottle,Hankey 1pcs,Hunger 2pcs, Boys shirt 2pcs,
Boys pant 4pcs,Boys T-shirt 5pcs,Apron 2pcs, Bo tie 2pcs,Nail cutter
1pcs,Out sweater 1pcs, Umbrella 2pcs,Gloves 4pcs,Boys track 4pcs, Gas
5cylinder,
Tomato25.5kg Garlic2.2kg, Onion 21.8kg, Potato149kg,
Mushroom0.3kg
Spinach16kg
,Cabbage
8.9kg,
Cauliflower4.8kg,
Brocauli2.7kg, Chilly 0.4kg, Carrot 0.3kg, Soya beans 2.1kg, Beans 12.8kg,
Leaves of onion0.2kg, Squash 4.5kg,Cucumber 4.9kg,Gheraulla 9kg,Guard
0.5kg,Paneer 7kg,Green bodi 6.5kg,Brinjal 1.5kg, Ginger 1.6kg,Raddish
0.9kg,Pumpkin 2kg, Orange 13.7kg, Apple 12.4kg, Grapes 0.9kg Mango
3.3kg, Watermelon 3.5kg, Pomegranate 1.1kg Pear 3kg, Banana 63pcs
&Jack fruit 0.2kg.
Staff Medication and Dead funeral Program:
This year our farming assistance staff Hari was
suffering from the respiration and heart attack
sickness due high cold winter. He was
Medicating at Western regional Hospital for 2
weeks about recover heartbeat, Kidney cleaning,
Chest cleaning, and liver. He was suffering full of
water body since from long time due to lot of quality less
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alcohol

& smoking .The alcohol was changing his all body parts working less. The
Medicine was not working for immediately for him. But we were giving high
priority for saving his life and treating with full power at Hospital and best
caring. Finally we were not completing saving his life even the Hospital
Doctor given high cared. He was dead at Hospital.
He was not finding his relatives since from long time So after his dead we
had done his funnel program from our side even high expensive. Before
reached to funeral his dead body we were
organizing all high effort administration work
from related Government office. Finally We
had completed his legally with expensive at
first month of year. We were giving continue
up dating his legal
documentation for
government.
NON FOOD STORAGE RECORD
This year we were purchasing many daily
materials for children. The daily life was increasing according to children
number. We had recovered from market for provide the all children. Every
year market prize was 25% higher than previous year it was also connected
with this year.
We were purchasing the ratio of the incoming items were normally in this
year 2019.The number of items
used is this year Washing soap
810pcs,Rich soap 672pcs,Hair oil
36pcs,Baygon 18pcs,Saraf 230pcs,
Small
pkt
shampoo
3cartoon,Sunsilk bottle shampoo
18pcs,Pampuss
128pcs,Pads
246pcs, Tooth paste84pcs,Teeth
brush
60pcs,life
buoy
soap
288pcs, Vasaline 17pcs,Glycrin
2pcs, Shoes polish 72pcs, Black
shoes 25pcs, Make up kits 2box,Nail polish 4pcs,Out skirt 7pcs,Medikar
shampoo 12pcs, White shoes 25pcs, Slipper 113pair,comb 36pcs, Jug 6pcs,
Dustbin 4pcs, Big dustbin
4pcs,Hyper 2pcs,Long boot 1pair,Clothes
washing brush 6pcs,Ever 1pcs,Hanger 12pcs,Black socks 13pair,Bag
31pcs,Water jar 27jar,Tiolet paper 2pack,Fenail
50lit,Liquit
soap
50lit,Harpic
5lit,Lizol
50lit,Khadha 89pcs, Kata 3box,Rubber
6pack,Niddle
1box,Sunscream
6pcs,School
dress
white
leggans16pair,School dress white long
socks24pair,Girls underwear36pcs,Girls
Vest
36pcs,Boys
Vest
15pcs,Broom
37pcs,School dress pant 20pcs,school dress
shirt
24pcs, School dress skirt 8pcs, School dress
sweater 10pcs,School dress muffler 5pcs,School dress coat 5pcs,Staff dress
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14pair,Gloves 17pair,Water bottle for childr en drinking water 30pcs, Mop
3pcs, Kitchen white towel 12pcs, Bra 6pcs,Hankey 15pcs,Girls track
14pcs,Ribbon 12 roll, Wool 20roll,Collage dress pant 5pcs,Collage dress
shirt 4pcs,Collage dress tie 2pcs,Collage dress belt 2pcs,Collage dress black
sweater 2pcs Collage dress black topi 1pcs,Menaral water bottle
15bottle,Nail cutter 10pcs,Half pant 13pcs, Swimming costume 4pcs,Razor
5pcs,Out leggans 8pcs,Sal 21pcs,Dettol soap 150pcs,Head &shoulder
shampoo 6pcs,Towel 6pcs,G irls pant 5pcs,Girls T-shirt 1pcs, Girls shirt
5pcs,Girls jacket 2pcs,One piece 4pcs, Skirt Lehenga2pcs,Sandel
14pair,Sport shoes 14pair,Boys pant 17pcs, Boys Shirt 10pcs, Boys Tshirt9pcs,Boys jacket 1pcs,Boys track 20pcs,Sport dress 7pcs, Tihar light
10pcs, Tihar sweat bowl 36pcs, Candle
5pack,Walnut
1pack,
Bangle2roll,Out
muffler1pcs,Hynack8pcs,Utensil washing
tar
12pcs,Radio
1pcs,
Torch
light
3pcs,Hoot 14pcs, Tal barahi school dress
sweater 4pcs, Tal barahi school dress blue
long socks 3pair,Apron 2pcs, Botie 2pcs,
Shoes brush 6pcs & Alarm 4pcs.
This year we were providing the as
following materials to our children according to Non-food storage record. The
outgoing materials list was mentioned below.In this year 2019 Saraf 196pkt,
Washing soap 477pcs, Rich soap 513pcs, lifebuoy soap 176pcs, Dettol soap
63pcs, Okhati soap 2pcs, Sunsilk small pkt sha mpoo 2284pcs,Sunsilk
bottle shampoo 7pcs, Head & shoulder bottle sha mpoo 6pcs, Medicare
Shampoo 11pcs, Pad,203pcs, Tooth Paste 67pcs,Teeth brush 44pcs Shoes
polish 65pcs, Slipper 98pair, Comb 22pcs, Kata 538pcs,Rubber112 pair,
Ribbon 4roll, Hair oil 25pcs, Vaseline 7pcs, Lip guard 15pcs Toilet
paper28pcs,Broom 30pcs, Plastic26pcs, Green pads 7pcs, Colin 3pcs,
Kitchen white towel 6pcs,Baygon 7pcs, Utensil washing tar 12pcs Mop
5pcs, Hanger 12pcs, Dustbin 4pcs,Big dustbin 4pcs,sunscream
2pcs,Clothes washing brush 6pcs, Girls underwear 35pcs,Girls Vest 39pcs,
Girls T-shirt 19pcs, Girls shirt 5pcs, Girls pant 15pcs, Skirt 7pcs,Bra
2pcs,Girls track 14pcs, One piece 4pcs,Boys underwear 24pcs, Boys vest
16pcs, Boys T-shirt 19pcs, Boys shirt
13pcs, Boys track 21pcs, Boys pants
17pcs, Jacket 18pcs, Out sweater 2pcs,
Hyneck 14pcs, Hoot 11pcs, Muffler 2pcs,
Gloves 19pair, Out topi 2pcs, Out Socks
39pair, School dress shirt 24pcs, School
dress pants 20pcs, School dress skirt
8pcs, School dress topi 2pcs, School
dress sweater 12pcs, School dress black
shoes 31 pair, School dress white shoes
13pair, School dress white socks 32pair,
School dress white lagans 22pcs,School
dress muffler 3pcs, School dress coat
5pcs,School dress white long socks18pir,
Tal Barahi school dress Blue long socks
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4pair, Tal Barahi school dress sweater 4pcs, Sport dress 15 pair, Sport
shoes 18pair,Ladies Sandal 14pair,Lehanga 2pcs, Bag 27pcs,Hankey
15pcs,Bed sheet 8pcs, White bed sheet 24pcs,Umbrella 3pcs, Half pant
11pcs, Apron 2pcs, Towel 7pcs, Long boot 1pair,Alarm4pcs, Iron 1pcs,
Collage dress Black socks 12pair, Collage dress pant 5pcs, collage dress
shirt 4pcs, Collage dress Belt 2pcs, Collage dress black sweater 2pcs,Collage
tie 2pcs,Collage dress topi 1pcs,Sal 22pcs,Swimming dress 4pcs,Out leggans
12pcs,Half jacket 1pcs,&Trouser 13pcs,
HAPPY SEDI LODGE& D & P Restaurant
This year our Happy Sedi Lodge & sandwich house was running regulalry.
This year we were giving continue Happy Sedi lodge for staying helping to
CWA. According to booking .com to attraction
world peoples inside the guest house.It was
extending business for more and more. It was
increasing business from Guest house. The
maximum month It was full filling customer for
guest House. The HSL was organizing some guest
for full the daily operating cost. Many people’s
were accommodating in side lodge with full
comfortably. We were installing internet service
for guest and needed furniture to all the
apartment room. Additional restaurant was
opening daily basic to advertisement for peoples. The local peoples were
joining for test of organic Sandwich. We should be waiting outside peoples
for customers. The aim of this was attracting more Peoples to this organic
Sandwich house. It only uses the best quality component for food for all the
customers. From this year this is also being able to provide nice room
facilities to the guest. Durga& Prakash company managing director Mr.Peter
& Durga family established organic Sandwich house for supporting CWA
children. The sandwich house was welcoming to all manners that allow
individuals, groups, couples students and professionally from all over the
world to experience beautiful Nepal in a manner that also contributes to the
neediest. This is truly a ‘win-win’ situation for volunteers and CWA. The
Organic Sandwich house food can be an extremely rewarding and life
changing experience and can be organic testy for all the peoples. Other Midway house for our senior children
as was also located on the same
building.
CWA Yearly Planning for 2020.
Other side it was Nepali fiscal year
last month of Nepal. So we were
imaging yearly expensive for
summery. Our target is more
suitability for future
according
this standard due Longer and Longer time can not sure raising fund only
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your devote work due to world crisis and other side regularly increasing
market prizes in Nepal. Nepal is taking part 2030 Sustainable Development
Goals. It has 17 goals in the lists like no poverty, Quality education Gender
equality etc. But we can improve our self for sustainability. Other side every
year increasing market prizes after
installation budget and tax apply
with different activities. Most of
increasing
part
is
natural
calamities, floods and lands slide
plus strike. It is supporting for
increasing high prizes. Our side we
are
woring for minimize daily
expenses. This year we are keeping
same level even the prizes hiking
34% averagely. Our financial
summary or annual expenses
increased 15.389% due to some additional expenses on compare with
previous year. This year 2019 is Nrs.1, 13, 23,318.00. The expenses of 2019
is 19.511%more than that of expenses of 2018. In June month there is
highest expenses and in March moth there is the lowest expenses. In
comparison to last year January, February, March, April, May, June,
August, September, November and December month has increased expenses
whereas October and July month has decreased the expenses in comparison
to 2018. The donation from CWA Switzerland for the year 2019 is Nrs.73,
30,162.50 and the total donation from Freunde Nepal's EV is Nrs.27,
28,519.75. The total donation received for this year 2019 is
Nrs.1,00,58,682.00. According to our 2019 expenses we are decreasing
budget planning 10.79% for the year of 2020.
This year we are preparing many plan of Nepal to development the children
who are caring inside the house all of these planning will be a better quality
of life to the children and helping to break to poverty line for poor children
and families in Nepal. Some of these plans include:


To searching self depending local fundraise from GOV or Sale
production materials to visitors or Local market.



To prepare Rehabilitation planning for 3 children or more .



To continue checking midway house and organizing meeting for
step to make awareness.



To provide all weekly monthly, yearly, report, financial report,
Request Information needy proposal to CWA Switzerland and
approve from there to lunching according to need.
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To organize regular Music, Dance, workshop with different creative
training, farming orientation, Christmas card factory, cultural
drawing etc.



To provide platform for all children their best education, selfdevelopment, quality idea sharing, best sports practice according to
situation.



To coordination for participation our children, speech, dance,
singing , drawing, sports, athletics, child development, child right
and responsibility, Social activities of children at Local, province
and National level to increase their quality.



To organize school and teachers capacity development and child
Counseling's

awareness and disaster management program

minimum twice a year.


To take re registration, approval, affiliation, authorization runs the
Children home according to government,newact 2020, rule, policy
& regulation from local, province and central government.



To submit planning, program activities, report for all NGOs,
INGOS, Network, Local, Province Government agency, local state
holder according to need.



To arrange job for mid-way house children .



To coordination with local and National Media for board casting
our success story activities and suitable logic documentary for
record about 10 minutes.



Participating organization as representing to study NGOs Capacity
building visit Training Barak Bangaladesh /Israel/ Cambodia
through by Government INGO group as represented from CWA to
development our capacity without organization regular cost.



To encourage Grade a Situation regularly fulfills all regulation and
needed criteria.



To attend regularly National Children Federation Network Meeting,
NGO Federation, Federalism, Province, Local Government, Tax
office, Ministry level,

SWC,or other Province Level Government ,
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Nepal Government National level orientation, training, interaction
as representatives from organization.


To organize Board members, staffs training, Refreshment Program
about

quality

development,

legal

awareness,

sustainability

minimum once time Outing program per year.


To continue attending Children homes Federation Nepal and NGO
Federation Nepal Board, delectation Secretarial regular Meeting as
General Secretary and Represent all Government, NGOS,INGOs
forum, National, Province, Local interact, convention, AGM, civil
society Program for sharing our voice and facing policy, act etc as
represented from CWA.



To

organize

local,Province,

federalism

Government

Project

Advisory, Local Level project advisory committee & Central Project
advisory committee meeting before approve from SWC or twice a
year all need government line agency.


To organize social audit, public audit, Public hearing program,
audit.



To distribution woolen clothes, Medication service and stationery
for remote and underprivileged children location area to give
encouragement for attend school.



To support for Farming extension, tunnel Gate side re construction
&ground plastering.



To organize all the board members, general members,staffs
orientation class to increase organization quality capacity for face
on coming day.



To update our website, Facebook pages, Database status about
NGOS and Government, according daily activities and Children
situation.



To collection quotation for purchase needed materialsfrom grocery
shop,clothes, stationery, furniture, books and other needed shop.



To make payment House rent and Salary regularly.
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To arrange 20th AGM General Meeting, Social audit function,
Musical Program.



To extend scholarship program for poor children & Community.



To organized Excursion for childrenhiking to 5 days around Village
hiking.



To Checking/updating/changing kits and fooding items Survival
room according date.



To Complete fish pound, to submit proposal for Program hall and
furnishing

and planting fruit trees, Grass tree, Spices plants in

farm land at summer.


To give continue support for college level children according their
education.



To arrange 2ndChildren relatives meeting for motivation about the
responsibility.



To admission 3 new children( girls 2 and 1 boys)



To organize Daily regular meeting, children, Board meeting, staff
meeting, community and all line agency government & Daily
management.



To check update bank, expenses, donation & Other Administration
work regularly.



To give continue animal checkup, extending farming, investing
farming materials/seeds/plants/ & purchase need fertilizers.



Purchase Grass, Chokker, Vitamin & food for animal.



Continually children school/college/training, relative of family, &
report collection.



To organize Welcome program to our donors in Nepal visit period &
fare well program at departure with explain about progress.



To run regular workshop training center, Earthquake Training/fire
on support Switzerland assistance and run Christmas card factory.



Continue monitoring and improving the School support program.



Provide skill full training for the senior children about the job
workshop according to there.
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Continue much needed renovation work at CWA organizational
assistance.



Continue providing informal education about children’s rights
&humanity, motivation for community peoples.



All Children Relatives family visit and new children for collection
legal information according to government rules& children home
management Governemnt Policy 2020.



To approve& renewal Children Welfare Association in Local,
Province, federalism government, Administration Office, DCO
,WDO, NCPC, Tax office and Social Welfare Council.



Create more awareness of the Children’s Welfare Association on a
global scale through the internet and other advertising medium for
SDG Goal sustainability.



Provide

trainings/Orientation/quality development/Participation

opportunity for CWAall staff according their position.


To provide adequate medical attention to the children and maintain
an ‘emergency fund’ in case one of the children gets very sick.



To keep trying to best job for reintegration children of CWA.



Observe as many 2020 festivals to show deep respect to our
culture.



To organize yearly picnic tour in the Natural beautiful area &
historical places.



To do regular medical check-up of CWA children after every three
months by organizing health camp inside the house.



To organize annual sports competition& extra curriculum Different
activities among CWA children.



To organize entertainment program, annual spot meet,vacation
program, hiking, retreat,library, creative work, and educational
activities.



To dispatch children activities as well as child information to the
sponsors and donors and related peoples.
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To

organize

hygiene

and

sanitation

program

around

CWA

surroundings to minimize spread of diseases.


To Share the knowledge keep the cooperation with/NGOS/
INGO/GOSgovernment, media, concern network & organization.



To continue support &administer Happy Sedi Lodge for Expand
business.



To continually support &cooperation with Nepal House Kaski for
organizing regular counseling's/workshop/Motivation Program for
all and Meeting.



To keep the cooperation with community, children, NGOS, INGOs,
GOs and other related organization for development our quality,
Particpation for all needed program of all related GOS,NGOS and
INGOS Even expensive for self-development.



To regular attending, Local government, Central Level Government,
Province level Government, Government line agency, INGOS, NGOS
regular meeting, training, interaction program and work shop
program according our need and plus nominated Executive
meeting .

The Financial Planning for 2020.
The table below outlines the project costs of the Children Welfare
Association for 2020 to run in a smooth manner for the children. It can be
seen that we are heavily reliant on our generous donors abroad as internal
income will not be enough alone. The table below gives you details of
spending on various coast According to every year we requesting to our
donor for fund to well run our organization. This year we are planning below
outlines the project costs of the Children Welfare Association for 2020 to run
in a smooth manner for the children. Sure this year we are preparing higher
estimate for on coming year but it will be estimate planning according
increasing of all materials. We are succession taking risking for decreasing
10.79% budget than previous year expenses.
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1. Administration Expenses:

16,16,678..00 (16.005%)

2. Program Cost:

81,72,084.00 (80.90%)

3. Investment & Capacity Building Program: 311,700.00 (3.08%)
3. Total Projected Cost Nrs.

1,0100,462.00 (100%)

Administration Costs for the Year
Monthly Costs
2020
*Salary Staff

97,034.00

One Yearly Costs
*1,14,408.00+97034.00=1,2
61,442.00

Office & Printing Expenses
Postage
Publicity Networking/Meeting
& Government Fee
Audit fee &Regular Meeting
Expenses
Tax, Renewal & Meeting
Board Meeting Expensive
Administration Expenses :

3,057.00
2,000.00
7,000.00

36,684.00
24,000.00
84,000.00

2571.00

30,852.00

7,100.00
7875.00
126,637.00
1,616,678.00

Note : * Dashain bonus for all staffs one salary additional.
*Staff Salary Details
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85,200.00
94,500.00

S Name

Designation

.

Monthly

One year

remuneration

Remark

Remuneration

Bonus

N
1

Prakash Giri

Accountant/Ad

35569.00

426,828.00 35,569.0
0

House Sister

21,946.00

263,352.00 21,946.0
0
220,188.00 18,349.0
0
57,600.00 4800.00

mi
2

Parbati
Poudel

3

Mina Pariyar

Garden sister

18349.00

4

Jashu

Danc Teacher

48,00.00

Animal Carer

16,370.00

Gurung
5

Maya Mudel
Total

97,034

196,440.00 16,370.0
0
1,164,408.00
97,034.
00

Projected Costs for the Fiscal Year 2020
Food for 35 children (Rice, Veg, fruit, meat, eggs)
& staffs
Medical & Treatment (checkup, Operation,
medicine)
School Fee & Admission
Water (Pipe, Mineral water)
Books & Stationery (books, pen, copy, pencil etc)
Excursion/Entertainment/ Festival (Tours,
Program, etc. )
Clothing & shoes (Clothes, Shoes, socks, Bed
sheets)
Cleanness (soap, Saraf, Colgate, polish, Colin,
others)
Electricity & Solar(Electricity bills, solar repair )
Transportation (Bus, Taxi, Van)
Cooking Fuel (Gas, Candle, Match)
Color / Carpenter / Plumber / Electricity
materials wage
Repair & Maintenance Tools (cycle, bike, house,
furniture)
Newspaper (Daily & Monthly)
Vocational Training Development.
Communication (email, internet )
Field Visit (Program, Family, Children Family )
Staff Training & Development (Montessori, cook,
Driving)
High School support Program (college, computer)
Providence Fund.
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Monthly
Costs
148,000.00

One Yearly
Costs
17,76000 .00

5000.00

60,000.00

131,281.00
1,116.00
37,500.00
16,480.00

1,575,372.00
13,392.00
450,000.00
197,760.00

21,000.00

252,000.00

6,000.00

72,000.00

3,000.00
8,500.00
16500.00
1500.00

36,000.00
102,000.00
198,000.00
18,000.00

3000.00

36,000.00

1100.00
6211.00
6,500.00
6,700.00
5000.00

13,200.00
74,532.00
78,000.00
80,400.00
60,000.00

15000.00
19,880.00

180,000.00
229,344.00

Kitchen materials & Tools (pots, Plate, cup, knife,
cookers)
College Uniforms & books (dress, socks, shoes,
bag, tie etc.)
Farming Tools & seeds caring (tools, seeds,
fertilizer)
Animal caring (food, vitamin, Medicine, etc.)
Pocket Money
Staff Salary for Program + One Month Bonus
Sport materials
House rent
Telephone & Cable
Musical, Music teacher & Dance Training
Petrol Fuel for Bike and Scooter
Staff Medical Treatment
Rehabilitation support program for big children
Therapy Room equipment
Project evaluation and monitoring (SWC & Gov)
Scholarship support Program
Community, Public, Government & club support
Furniture, water pump and Other
Emergency Relief Fund (lands slide, Earthquake
etc )
Total The Program Expenses cost

4,595.00

55,140.00

3,000.00

36,000.00

5,500.00

66,000.00

17,000.00
15,00.00
109,574.00
1,832.00
19500.00
3500.00
11,000.00
4000.00
3,000.00
4500.00
1500.00
6500.00
10000.00
8000.00
3800.00
5000.00

204,000.00
18,000.00
1,314,888.00
21,984.00
234,000.00
42,000.00
132,000.00
48,000.00
36,000.00
54,000.00
18,000.00
78,000.00
120,000.00
96,000.00
45600.00
60,000.00

681,007.00

8,172,084.00

Investment Program 2020:

Fertilizer and Herbal Medicine Production
investment
New Grass, flowers & Fruit for garden
Soil Test & Technical
Channel cleaning , water, well work
Media cooperation & Publicity
CPAC/DPAC/General AGM Meeting /Media
Award
Total
Program Salary:
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2850.00

34,200.00

1425.00
1,900.00
3,800.00
6000.00
10,000.00

17,100.00
22,800.00
45,600.00
72,000.00
120,000.00

25,975.00 311,700.0
0

S.N

Name

Designation

.

Monthly

Yearly

Remunerat

Remuneration

Remark Bonus

ion
1

Sarswati Devkota

Care In

36,459.00

437,508.00

36,459.00

charge
2

Binita Mijar

House Sister

14,391.00

172,692.00

14,391.00

3

Ganesh Bhujel

Farm

32,306.00

387,672.00

32,306.00

17,989.00

215,868.00

17,989.00

101,145.0

1,213,740.00

Coordinator
4

Sunita Shrestha

Senior House
sister

Total

101,145.00

1. Administration Expenses:

16,16,678..00 (16.005%)

2. Program Cost:

81,72,084.00 (80.90%)

3. Investment & Capacity Building Program: 311,700.00 (3.08%)
3. Total Projected Cost Nrs.

10,100,462.00 (100%)

Estimate Resources for Fund for the Year 2020:
S.N.

Name

Estimate donation

1

Children Welfare Association

9,950,462.00

Switzerland

1.
2

Vegetable sale,General

150,000.00

membership and animal sale
Total

10,100,462.00

Closing Note…
A Drop of water is the structure of the largest sea. A few commitments are
great to improve the life of underprivileged children of Nepal.
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Thank you very much to your great financial assistance for the destitute
children of Nepal who are cared under the roof of Children Welfare
Association.
We hope it will be continued in the coming days
Thank You!

Prepared By:-

Bijay Kumar Pradhan
Executive Director
Children Welfare Association
Pokhara-18,Sedibager Height,Nepal
Tel: 00977-9856023916/9851093916
Website: www.cwanepal.org.np
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